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This report examines driver behavior and conditions affecting vehicle-train collisions at rail crossings in California, 

and recommends effective countermeasures and implementation strategies. In doing so, the report helps meet 

California's goal of efficiently utilizing state and federal funding available through SAFETEA-LU for Increasing the 

safety at public at·grade rail-highway crossings 
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L£XECLJ"lliLE SLJ MMAR--'--Y _ 
In 1994, the Us. Department of Transportation prepared a new national rail-highway crossing safety action plan. The 

plan succeeded in decreasing vehicle-train collisions, and over the last ten years the number of national crossing 

Incidents fell 35 percent. while In California they decreased 23 percent. These decreases were due to a combination 

of railroad crossing closures, upgrading of warning devices, and the efforts of grassroots organizations such as 

Operation Lifesaver. However. despite decreasing numbers, crash counts remain undesirably high and ongoing 

efforts to Improve rail crossing safety are a priority. 

This report examines conditions affecting vehicle-train collisions at rail crossings in California, and recommends 

effective countermeasures and implementation strategies. In doing so, the report helps meet California's goal 

of effiCiently utilizing state and federal fundmg available through SAFETEA-LU for increasing the safety at public 

at-grade rail-highway crossings. 

At the present time there are 7,719 public at-grade rail-highway crossings in California. During the 5-year period from 

2000 to 2004, there were 593 train-vehicle crashes at these crossings. While the majority of crossings with collisions 

had only one crash (72%) a signIficant number of crossings (28%) had multiple collisions, ranging from two to 12 in 

number The crashes resulted in a total of 99 deaths and 205 injurres. 

The 593 crashes exhibited a number of characteristics, includmg: 

• 73% occurred at crossmgs eqUipped with gates 

• 26.8% Involved vehicles that had driven around or through lowered gates. 

• 59.2% involved vehicles that were still moving over the crossing. 

• 20.9% involved a vehicle running into the side of the train 

A large proportion of these collisions were caused by drivers deliberately circumventing warning equipment, with 

devastating consequences. This behavior included ignoring flashing lights or other active warning devices, passing 

through descending barrier gates, or even driving around stopped traffic and already-lowered gates. Although the 

end-result of a collision is a relatively rare event, the behavior is widespread. Depending on the location, it appears 

that between 20% and 60% of dnvers who are in the position to 'run' descending gates do so. The group of drivers 

who are nOt deterred by lowered gates are primarily male and mostly under 40 years old, which IS the same p,oflle 

seen for other flSky dflvlng behaViors. However, given the high proportion of drivers engaging in the behaVIOr, It is 

clearly not limIted to anyone demographic segment. 

Among thiS group of drivers, active warOlng signals such as descending gates and flashing lights do not cue the d,iver 

to stop. Rather, the active warning systems merely act as a signal that a decision must be made, and the driver uses 

his/her own judgment of train location and speed to decide whether or not to yIeld to the train. For those people, 

the 'problem' is determining the speed and proximity of the train, rather than establishing its presence. However, the 

interplay of perception, expectation, and human information processing that is required can easily lead to failures in 

Judgment 

It has been shown that people's ability to accurately judge the speed and distance of an oncoming train is quite 

limited In general, It IS much more difficult to determine the speed of an object approaching the viewer than for an 

object traveling across the field of VISion. Additionally, the LeibOWItz hypotheSIS suggests that drivers underestimate 

the speed of trains because human vision underestimates the speed of large objects, such as locomotives 





Additionally, other disruptive factors-such as poor visibility, 'noisy' signage, or in·car distractions-may Impede the 

driver's ability to make a sound judgment. Signal detection theory tells us that the decision to proceed or stop at a 

rad crossing is based on our ability to separate a meaningful signal from background noise. While measures exist that 

could further increase the conspiculty of trains (the 'signal') or decrease the background noise, these measures might 

actually encourage gate running by Increasing driver confidence in his/her ability to judge train speed and distance. 

Given the physiological limitations that virtually preclude the driver from accurately judging the time remaining 

before an approaching train reaches the croSSing, there appears to be no purpose served by gIving the duver this 

additional information. 

The best solution to rail crossing crashes is to remove the need for the driver to engage in a potentially faulty 

decIsIon-making process by making It impossible, or at least very difficult, for the driver to bypass lowered gates 

There are two low-technology, low-cost, low-maintenance methods that, while not 100% effective, have been 

deployed in many locations and shown to prevent deaths and injuries while remaining economically feasible_ These 

are long·arm gates and median separators. Adding eIther long-arm gates or median separators has been estimated 

to have reduced collisions by 75%, compared to standard flashing lights and gates The cost of long-arm gates is 

approXimately $5,000 per crossing, but long·arm gates may not be appropriate in locations with Significant truck or 

bus traffiC, wide crossings, multiple rails. or high winds. Medians have a cost of $14,000 per crossing, and may be 
suitable for different locations than long-arm gates. 

Where these technologies cannot be deployed, photo enforcement should also be considered as an option. 

Although the consequences of getting a traffic ticket are far less severe than being hit by a tram, studies have shown 

that the threat of a traffic violation ticket is as effective in changing driver behavior as long-arm gates or medians. 

However, the cost for installation of cameras can be quite high. 
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In response to a congressional directive. the U,S. Department of Transportation prepared a new national rail·highway 

at-grade crossing safety action plan that was Issued on June 13. 1994. Over the last ten years, the results of this plan can 

be seen as the number of grade crossing incidents has fallen 35 percent, from 4,633 at the end of 1995 to 3,026 at the 

end of 2004 In California, during this same period, the number of incidents has decreased 23 percent, from 201 to 154 

(Figure 1). 

For the most pan, the progress achieved under the 1994 Action Plan 15 attributable to the closures of 41,070 public 

and private grade crossings, upgrades at 3,985 public crossings with a high probability for incidents with active 

warning deVIces, such as automatic gates, flashing lights, and highway traffic signals. The progress was also bolstered 

by annual education campaigns by Operation Lifesaver, a non-profit, international continuing public education 

program established to end collisions, deaths and injuries at places where roadways cross train tracks (Federal 

Railroad Administration (FRA, 2(04). 

While there is httle 

doubt that upgrading 

crossings from passive 

to active Significantly 

decreases the number 

of rail crossing Incidents, 

a 2004 Federal Railroad 

AdminIstration (FRA) 

report found that 

Incidents continued to 

occur at public grade 

crOSSings equipped With 

active warning devices 

In California, for the 

five-year period 2CXKJ to 

2004.508 or 85.7 percent 

of the public at-grade 

crossing incidents 

occurred at crossings 

already equipped with 

automatic or acti ....e warning devices. Of these incidents, 434 occurred at public crossings with automatic gates, 69 

had flashing lights, and 5 were equipped with wig·wags. 

There are over 250,CXX> public and private at-grade highway-rail crossings in the United States which prOVided the 

backdrop for 3,026 reportable incidents In 2004 resulting in 368 deaths and 1,077 injuries in 2004. California's 12,784 

at-grade crossings had 154 inCIdents in that same year with 34 deaths and 53 injuries. 

The focus of this report will be California's 7,719 public at-grade crOSSlOgS, During the five year from 2CXX} to 2004, 

there were a total of 593 crashes between trains and motoTlzed vehicles at these crossings thal resulted In 99 deaths 

and 205 InJunes. 



There are three primary sections of the California Vehicle Code that deal with motor vehicles at railway crossings: 

PRIMA FACIE SPEED LIMITS 

22352 (a) The prima facie limits are as follows and shall be applicable unless changed as authorized in this 

code and. rf so changed, only when signs have been erected giving notice thereof: 

(1) Fifteen miles per hour: 

(A) When traversing a raIlway grade croSSing, if dUring the last 100 feet of the approach to the crossing the driver 

does not have a clear and unobstructed view of the crossing and of any traffic on the railway for a distance of 

400 feet in both directions along the railway. This subdivision does not apply in the case of any railway grade 

crossing where a human flagman is on duty or a clearly visible electrical or mechanical railway crossing signal 

deVice is installed but does not then indicate the Immediate approach of a railway train or car. 

RAILROAD OR RAIL TRANSIT GRADE CROSSINGS 

22451.(a) The driver of any vehicle or pedestrian approaching a railroad or rail transit grade crossing shall 

stop not less than 15 feet from the nearest rail and shall not proceed until he or she can do so safely, 

whenever the follOWing conditIons eXist: 

(1) A clearly "'Isible electric or mechanical signal device or a flagman gives warning of the approach or 

passage of a train or car. 

(2) An approaching train or lrail] car is plainly visible or is emitting an audible signal and, by reason of its 

speed or nearness, IS an immediate hazard. 

(b) No driver or pedestrian shall proceed through, around, or under any railroad or rail transit crossing gate 

while the gate is closed 

PARKING UPON OR NEAR RAILROAD TRACK 

22521 No person shall park a vehicle upon any railroad track or within 7 1/2 feet of the nearest rail, 

2 
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Ratl crossings provide different levels of warnmgs and/or barriers to alert drivers to the potential dangers presented 

by the at-grade crossing These protectIve devices range from four-quadrant gates with medians to mere stop signs 

or crossbucks_ Since some type of warning device is always present, crashes are caused either by people violating the 

signs/signals/gates or people not perceiving or mis-perceiving an approaching train's distance and speed. 

In a 1999 study. Carlson and Fitzpatrick found that 60 percent of drivers at 19 sites in Texas equipped with lights and 

gates, crossed the track between the time the lights activated and twO seconds ahar gate arms began to descend. 

In addition, violations occurring after the arms had been in motion more than 2 seconds and until the arms were 

hOrizontal, occurred during one-third of the gate-activations Similarly, a 2004 FRA report found that accidents 

continued to occur at public grade crossings equipped with active warning devices. For the period 1994 to 2003. 

51 percent of the public grade crossing accidents occurred at crossings already equipped With automatic or active 

warning devices' (FRA, 2(04). 

There IS research to suggest that certain types of drivers may be more likely to Ignore and violate such protective 

systems. Survey results of 891 randomly selected residents in Michigan found that the stronger a person's sensation 

seckmg tendencies, the more likely they are to inflate their ability to judge train distance, train speed, and the ease 

WIth whIch they can get their car over the tracks before a traIn arrives. Additionally, the stronger the sensation seeking 

tendencies, the more likely people are to experience frustratIon while having to wait for a train, which appears to 

independently Influence the judgment processes. Thus, the greater one's frustration, the more likely he or she is to 

make biased judgments which, in turn, can increase risky driVing behavior (Witte and Donohue, 20CJ0). 

A study based on the reports from 85 consecutive fatal crashes involving motor vehicles and trains at all types of 

railway crossings in Victoria, Australia, on the other hand, concluded that, " .In most cases, the accident occurred 

to a law-abiding Citizen going about his or her dally work and was attributable to human overload unrelated to any 

breach of regulation." Additionally, at least 86% of those killed were persons who lived locally and were therefore 

familiar WIth the existence of this crossing (Wigglesworth, 1979). 

An Important findmg in a study by Meeker and Barr (1989) was that two thirds of the 57 drivers who approached a 

rural rail grade crossing in the presence of activated warning flashers crossed the tracks despite the warnings and the 

approaching train. This would appear to indicate that crossing an activated warning device is a widespread actiVity 

not limited to a small proportion of drivers. Clearly, the activated devices in their observations were not commonly 

perceived as a signal that the risk was too great and that the driver should not cross. Rather, the results are consistent 

with the view of Leibowitz (1985), who suggested that "active" warning systems merely cue drivers as to the need to 

make a deCision whether or not to cross 

Meeker and Barr (1989) go on to say that" it IS not entirely satisfactory to conclude that two thirds of all drivers," our 

sample were engaging in life-threatening behavior when they decided to cross. One might argue that pedestrians 

regularly cross busy thoroughfares with a much smaller safety margin than the margm that drivers we observed 

allowed themselves" 

Dnvers crossing around barrier gates tended to stop or slow on approach Significantly less than those crossmg With 

flashers only. It was suggested that the gates themselves provided an Impediment to crossing which forced drivers 

inclined to cross Into making a hurried and sometimes perilous deCision. Their behavior was seen as explaming the 

surpriSingly high number of accidents that occur at barrier-gate crossings. Perhaps the only way that drivers at these 

Although no ,,,Iormatlon Ii readily DViI,lable on the role of wllrning equIpment ffillifunct,ons In these Inc,dents. a New VolIl: Times il1l1lCle from 
Decem~r 30. 2004, Slated thllt a "computet analySIS 01 government records found that from 1999 through 2003. there were al least 400 grade
cross ng iKe d.nlS "which IIgnals e,ther d,d not aC1Jvate or were alleged to haw malfunctIOned Proving thlt a Signal malfunctIoned can be 
d thcult In the more than 400 acodents In the T.mes analysis. 30 percent of the SIgnal problems v.ere hued as confirmed ~ ThI5 werls out to 2 5% 
• leged and 0 l' coni r",tld 
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barrier-gate crossings can achieve an acceptable safety margin is to make the decision to proceed through the 

crossing without stopping or slowing their vehicles early on. The fact that a substantial number of accidents tend to 

occur at these crossings is not surprising given this behavior. (Meeker et al., 1997) 

A common dnver error is mIsjudgment of the time remaining until the train arrives at the crossing (i.e., train speed 

and distance) Speed estimation can be Influenced by a number of factors, including driving experience. visual 

cues available, light conditions, the presence of visual information In the background, and adaptation to previously 

encountered train speed levels (Dewar and Olson 2(02). Additionally there are two perceptual problems associated 

wIth rail crossing decisions. First, humans have difficulty judging the approach speed of a vehicle when it is seen 

nearly head on, as theIr only indication of speed is the rate of change in the size of the object. Second, Leibowitz 

(1985) noted that there is the Illusion that large object appear to move more slowly than small ones which are actually 

traveling at the same speed 

To assist the state of California in effiCient utilization of state and federal fundmg available through SAFETEA-LU for 

increaSing the safety at public at-grade rail-highway crossings, the results of this project aim to recommend effective 

countermeasures and an implementation strategy such that drivers are provided a sufficient level of warning and 

are motivated to comply with cues. This report first presents five and ten year crash data for California to assess the 

magnitude of the problem as well as driver and crossing factors that may be associated with vehicle-train collisions 

This is followed by a discussion of various crossing warning equipment upgrades and a cost-benefit analYSIS of the 

most appropriate countermeasures for use in high-colliSIon areas. Finally, a conceptual model of why drivers may 

make poor Judgments at crossIngs IS presented followed by a section on crossing observations at three locauons 

4 



3. FIVE AN 0 TEN YEAR 
CAL1E.Q.R.tillA CRASCLDAIL.......>A _ 

3.1. DESCRIPTION OF DATA SOURCES 

The statistlcs used in this section were obtained from the FRA Office of Safety Analysis Web SIte (hnp:/lsaferydata. 

(ra dot.gov/officeofsafety/Default.asp - see Appendix C) with supplementary data from the California Public Utilities 

CommIssion (CPUC) Crossmg Inventory and California municipal and county personnel and websites. 

The FRA web site allows access to railroad safety information including accidents and incidents, Inspections and 

highway-raIl crossing data Users can run dynamic queries. download a variety of safety database files, publications 

and forms. and vIew current statistical information on raIlroad safety_ The data are organized into the following nine 

categories (the complete list of headings and sub-headtngs can be seen tn Appendix F): 

Overview 

2 Query Accident/Incident Trends 

3 Train Accidents 

4 Casualties 

5 Highway·Rail Crossing Accidents 

6 FRA Inspections 

7 Downloads 

8 Highway-Ratl Crossing Inventory 

9 FRA Safety Reporting 

While these sources provide the best available and most complete information on railroad-related issues, there are 

a number of significant problems that undermine the reliability of the data. As noted in a number of reports (e.g., 

FRA, 2004, U.S. Government Accountability Office, 1996), both the inventory and accident/incident databases contain 

tnaccurate as well as incomplete information, As an example, highway traffic information for the 7,719 open, at-grade 

public crossings in California is often out of date with 16% of the vehicular traffic counts dating from the 19705, 67% 

from the 1980s, and 17% from the 19905. Among the 593 public at-grade crashes that occurred between 2CX)() and 

2004 examined for this report, 100 had either a crossing number with a location that did not match the information in 

the rest of the Incident report or else the latitude and longitude Itsted for the crossing In the FRA inventory yielded a 

location that dId not match the rest of the information in the inventory or incident report. As noted by the FRA (2004). 

Its Inventory Data Fils, a record of grade crossing location, physical, and operational characteristics, is dependent on 

voluntary state reporting 

UnlIke atrcraft accidents, which are investigated by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) or the Federal 

A"iatlon AdministratIon (FAA) unless only minor injury or property damage is Involved. the FRA depends on the 

railroad involved In the incident to submit the report (the exceptions being if there are multiple deaths or a great 

deal of public tty) As WIll be seen later in this section, this leads to a general dearth of detailed information Quoting 

from the FRA's Railroad Safety Statlsttcs 2004 Annual Report: 

The completeness and accuracy of the information presented in this bulletin are primarily dependent upon 

the data collection and reporting processes of the nation's railroads. The FRA conducts routine audits 

of these procedures, but does not have sufficient resources to perform comprehensive reviews of each 

raIlroad's reporting procedures We extensively review and edit the reports we receive and make inquiry 

when Information IS incomplete or inconsistent 
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Figure 2 
CALIFORNIA MOTOR VEHICLE/TRAIN CRASHES 

AT RAIL-HIGHWAY CROSSINGS 1995·2004 
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Table 1 
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC AT-GRADE CROSSING 

WARNING EQUIPMENT (2005)' 

Trame Control Device Tvoc Number PerCenll\(!C 

No Sil!ns or Sil!n3ls 172 2.2% 

blhcr SilIns or Sil!nals 11 0.2% 

Crossbucks 2805 36.30;. 

Sian Si""ns 307 40'~ 

Special Si~ns or Waminjt 42 0.5% 

Hwy Trame Si~, WiJ?:WBJ?,S, or other Actlvatcd 270 3.5% 
Flashmo Li2hts 982 12.7% 

All Other Gates 3124 40.5% 
40uad 0 0.0% 

TOlal Public AI Grade 7719 100% 

, The deViCes IlSled are the hlghesl level of warnIng 8t ;) Pill1.lCul81 crossIng 

SOURCE FRA 

It IS not possible to identify reportable events that were omitted from a railroad's submission. likewise, 

there may be instances where incorrectly reported information passes all reviews and is accepted. Although 

we attempt to be as vigilant as possible in both the editing and presentation of the accident/incident data 

reported, errors do occasionally occur 

The California Public Utility Commission malntams Its own incident and inventory database Lack of fundmg has 

prevented the cpue from keeping Its inventory up to date, although some crossing information is more recent than 

that of the FRA database. The CPUC database was especially useful for analyzing the angle at which the highway 

crossed the railroad tracks for the crashes under review. The last time the CPUC issued Its"Annual Report of Railroad 

Accidents Occurring in California" was 1999 

3.2. METHODS 

Raw data for California 
was downloaded 
from the FRA site and 
categorized by vehicular 
and crossing factors 

When possible, data was 

compared to informatton 

from other sources such 

as the CPUc. Because 

of the previously noted 

problems WIth the FRA 

data inventory, there was 

no way to Insure that the 

crossing number listed 

10 the aCCident report 

was actually where 

the crash occurred 

Therefore, warnIng 

equipment at the crash 

site Information was 

taken from the accident 

report rather than from 

the crossmg inventory 

database 

3.3. RESULTS 

3.3.1. CALIFORNIA 
AND THE U.s. 

FAA data show that rail 
accidents increased 14% 
from 2002 to 2004 (Figure 
2 on page 7) and while 

many states have seen 

a decrease in rail related 

accidents. California IS 

one of sue states (along 

With Texas. Illinois, 

Indiana, Ohio, and 
6 



Table 3 
ACTION AND POSITION OF MOTORIST AT GATED 
CROSSING CRASHES IN CALIFORNIA (2000-2004) 

Driver At1ion/Driver Pusition Action Action Pcrccnlaec PosHion Position Percenta1!.c 
Drove Around Or Throu~h Galesl 159 36.7% 

MoviD~ Over Crossin~ 159 36.7% 
Vehicle Stopped And Then Proceededl 15 3.5% 

Moving Over CrossIDg 15 3.5% 
FaIled To Stool 40 9.2% 

Movin2 Over Crossinl! 40 9.2% 
SloDDed On Crossinl!! 130 30.0% 

S,alled 29 6.7% 
SIDpped 87 20.0% 
TraDoed 14 3.2% 

Other/ 90 20.7% 
Stalled 19 4.4% 
SIODOCd 57 13.1% 
Movllll! Over Crossme 9 2.1% 
TraDned 5 1.2% 

TDlal 434 100.0% 434 100.0% 

SOURCE FRA 

Table 2 
WARNING EQUIPMENT FOR CALIFORNIA PUBLIC 

CROSSINGS WITH CRASHES 2000-2004' 

lrontroJ Device 
# TrainIVehicie 
Crashes 

Percenlage of All 
TrainIVchicle Crashc 

# TrainIPedcslrian 
Crashes 

Percentage of All 
TrainlPcdeslnan Crashes 

bales 434 73.2% 78 95.1% 

lran1 ilevcr FlashlllR Lights 23 3.9% 0 0.0% 

Sid FI""llIng Lights 46 7.8% 4' 4.9% 

WI' Waos 5 0.8% 0 0.0% 

Hwv Tra trie SI' 2 0.3% 0 0.0% 

lAudible 2 0.3% 0 0.0% 

rross Bucks 57 9.6% 0 0.0% 

lstoD S,ans 20 3.4% 0 0.0% 

Watchman 0 0% 0 0.0% 

Fla••ed bv Crew 0 0% 0 0.0% 

P'iler I 0.2% 0 0.0% 

None 3 0.5% 0 0.0% 

trotal 593 100% 82 100% 

• The de.... 'ces lISted are the hIghest I~e' of warn,ng at a particular crOSSing Thus a croSSIng WIth gates and flastllng ligh~ would be 
hsted only under the "G.tes~ category 

, The type of flash,ng I'!)hls was not given so all four crashes were arbitrarily placed In thiS category 

SOURCE: FRA 
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Table 4
FIVE YEAR CALIFORNIA PUBLIC HIGHWAY·RAIL AT-GRADE CROSSING STATISTICS 2000·2004

,... "" lOO:! '003 'OG< Tllta' Total

"00 '00' '00' '003 'OG< TOll' ·/.orTotlll KlIl,d In ur~ KlUod In 11m killed In-artd KIII.d In Ilred Killed In ul'fod KllMel III und

Drove Behind Or , t. 0 • , JJ 0 0 • I , , , 0 , , " "In r,Onl Of

I'uloJnI
TrlIln. Alld 5rruo.:l
By Sc'cond Tnun

P.I~ Sbndlnl 0 '0
, • 'J " , • 0 7 J , , , , J " JO

VehICle

Tnun Hit Cu '06 '07 .. " " ... 191% II JJ " " " 26 " " ,. '0 " '"Car HI! TIlIJII JO ,. " " 21 1:!4 20.9% , , J " • '0
, , J '0 ,. "Tolal Il. 141 "" '" "' '" U J7 JI .. "

,. " " 17 .0 " '"
VchldcSlilll~ 12 " " • 7 " "" I • 0 , • I n • • , ,

"OnCrosSlrul

SlnfIJlCdOn " J7 JI " " '69 21..5% 0 • • , , , • , , , " "Croul!\l.
Mew,", (ha 70 " " " 67 '" 59.l~ ,. ,. JJ JJ " " Il ... " " " '"
Crollilll"

Vchlc1eTl'Ippcd 7 • , J , 20 1,4°'. , , • , • • I • • I , l
011 C!"'MII\I.

To' .1 Il. '41 '" ". III '" '00 Il J7 JI .. " ,.
" " 17 .. " '"

Drove Around Or Jl 19 26 21 " '" "'" 7 " 16 " 10 "
,

" Il 16 " 9J
ThrQu.h ('Ql~
Vehicle SIIlf'PCd 7 , , II • J6 61~

, , , • , • I , • , Il 10
And Then

P."""""
filled T\) 5' ,.,

" ,. 26 " ". 2SI~ 2 • • " • 10 J Il J II " ..
Sloppc:d On JJ 17 " " II '" 25.6% I • • , , • • • , • " JJ
('fOlISlnll.

"''''' 21 ,.
" 7 " 97 16.4')1, 1 7 • , • , 1 0 0 J , 17

To'" "' 14' '" '" "' '" Il J7 JJ .. " ,.
" " 17 .. " '"

C'1'O!I)lnp With " .. n SO " ." 73.2'. Il JJ " 26 17 ,.,
" .. 14 JJ 78 '67

Glte:ll

Note Killed and Inlured mcludes highway users. ra.lroad employees. and railroad passengers

SOURCE FRA



Figure 4
CRASH SEVERITY BY TRAIN SPEED AT PUBLIC

CROSSINGS IN CALIFORNIA (2000-2004)
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Figure 3
SPEED OF TRAINS INVOLVED IN CRASHES

AT PUBLIC CROSSINGS IN CALIFORNIA (2000-2004)
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Louisiana) that continue

to rank as the worst in rail

safety based on the raw

number of accidents and

fatalities at public grade

crossings Together.

these six states account

for 37% of the nation's

reported public grade

crossing accidents. By

taking exposure (based

on the number of public

at-grade rail crossings In

each state) Into account,

however, California's

ranking improve from

fourth worst to 22nd for

total collisions and from

second to seventh in

fatalities

3.3.2. CRASH
CHARACTERISTICS:
EQUIPMENT

At the present tim

there are 7,719 publi

at-grade crossings i

California of which 43

are passi....e and 57% ar

active (Table 1). Mos

of the active crossing

(71%) are equipped Wit

gates and flashing lights

Equipment at publi

crossings where train

....ehicle crashes occurre

during 2000 throug

2004 is shown in Table 2

e

c

n

%

e

t

s

h
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Perhaps the most significant statistic from this table is that 434 crashes (73%) occurred at crossings equipped wIth

gates, which would seem to indIcate that, for some dnvers, standard two-quadrant gates are not a deterrent

3.3.3. CRASH CHARACTERISTICS:
DRIVER BEHAVIOR

In California dunng the fi ....e years 2000 - 2004, there were 789 rail-highway crossing crashes, of which 675 were at

public crossings, Eighty-two of the crashes invol....ed pedestrians, leaving 593 train-vehicle crashes at public highway

rail crosslOgs. Table 4 on page 9 shows these crashes broken out by year as well as type, and includes the number of

people killed or injured, Three noteworthy statIstics from this table are:
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Table 5
AGE AND GENDER OF DRIVERS INVOLVED IN CRASHES

AT PUBLIC CROSSINGS IN CALIFORNIA (2000·2004)

Age Group Number % ofTotul Male
%of Age

Female
% of Age

Group Group

20 and vounQer 27 6.9% 20 74.1% 7 25.9%
21·25 36 9.2% 27 750% 9 25.0%
26·30 69 17,6% 62 89.9% 7 10.1%
31·35 55 14.0% 38 69.1% 17 30.9%
36-40 45 11.5% 33 73.3% 12 26.7%
41-45 35 8.9% 25 71.4% 10 28.6%
46-50 30 7.6% 24 80.0% 6 20.0%
51·55 27 6.9% 19 70.4% 7 25.9%
56-60 15 3.8% 9 60.0% 6 40.0%
61-65 19 4.8% 16 84.2% 3 15.8%
66-70 9 2.30/. 7 71.8% 2 22.2%
71·75 8 2.0% 3 37.5% 5 62.5%
76 and Older 18 4.6% II 61.1% 7 38.9%
Totnl 393' 100% 294' 74.8% 98- 25.2%

200 C1 lss,ng crash recordl; dId not have drivers age
ONt of the 393 cask records WIth dnlo1!!r .ge d'd net have dINer gender

SOURCE FRA

10

• 20.9% Involved a vehicle running into a train.

• 59.2% involved vehicles that were moving over the crossing.

• 26.8% Involved vehicles that had driven around or through lowered gates

Of speciallnterest are the 434 crashes that occurred at crossings equipped with gates. The motorist's actions prior to

the crash and vehicle positions for each action at the time of the crash are shown in Table 3.

The crash records In the FRA database are often lacking in detail (See example record in Appendix O. While there

IS a narratlve section that should describe the circumstances of the crash, thiS section appears to be constructed

from checked boxes or short statements recorded elsewhere in the record. ThiS makes interpreting the data difficult.

For example, in Table 3 there are 40 crashes involving a vehicle that failed to stop and was hit as it moved over the

crossing. Given thal these are all gated crossings and that the gates must be down at least five seconds before the

train arrives, how could these vehicles not have gone around or through the gates before being struck? The narratives

shed no light on this question

3.3.4. CRASH CHARACTERISTICS: TRAIN SPEED

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of train speeds for the 593 train~vehicJe crashes at public rail.highway

crossings. The bars shows the actual number of crashes for each 10 MPH category, while the line shows the cumulative

percentage of crashes at that speed or slower. As an example, 63 crashes occurred with trains traveling between ten

and 19 MPH and nearly 33% of the total (l92 out of 593) crashes involved trains moving at less than 20 MPH.

tn Figure 4, the relationship between train speed and crash severity is shown Within each speed grouping, the

percentages for all three crash types sum to 100%. Thus, for example, for those crashes that occur WIth a train speed

between 40 and 49 MPH (13.3% of all crashes), 65.7% are Property Damage Only (PDO), 22.9% involve Injuries,

and 11 4% Involve fatalitIes, The injury and fatality categories are mutually exclusive in that a crash that has both

Injuries and at least one fatality is counted as a fatal crash. As can be seen, tram speed plays a role in the number of

fatalities.



Table 6
CALIFORNIA MOTOR VEHICLE/TRAIN

CRASH COUNTS PER PUBLIC CROSSING
1995·2004

Number or Crashes
Number of Crossings

AI Crossine

I 657

2 167

J 51

4 25

5 6

6 I

7 I

8 0

9 0

10 I
II I
12 I

10 YcarTo,al 911

SOURCE FAA

3.3.5. CRASH CHARACTERISTICS: DRIVER
AGE AND GENDER

Male drivers are oveHepresented In all but one of the

13 age categories shown in Table 5. with an overall

average of nearly 75%.

3.3.6.
CRASH CHARACTERISTICS:
MULTIPLE CRASH SITES

Table 6 shows that most crashes (72%) occurred at

sites with only one crash during the ten year period

1995-2004. The other 28% occurred at sites with 2 to

12 crashes. Table 7 is a listing of crossings with four

or more crashes during thIS penod, and Indudes

mformation on the crash dates, crossing equipment,

Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), collection year

for MDT, average daily train counts, the angle at

which the road and track intersect, the sightlmes at

each of the four corners of the intersection, and the

crossing location. Of the 36 crossings listed, 25 had

gates installed at the time the crashes occurred.

3.3.7.CRASH CHARACTERISTICS: CROSSING ANGLE

It IS plausible that crossing angle could playa significant role In crossing crashes, perhaps because this could require

the driver to look back over his/her shoulder. To examine this hypothesis, crash records were exammed for informatlon

on crossing angle For the 5-year period 2000~2004, 508 of the 593 train·vehicle crashes had records that included

crossing angle Information. Table B describes the number of crashes in each ten degree crossing angle group.

Column 1 describes the angle at which the road crosses the tracks, grouped into ten degree categories. Columns 2

and 3 lIst the total number and percentage of public railroad crossings in California in each crossing angle category,

regardless of whether crashes occurred at the site or not. The data for Column 2 was taken from the CPUC Crossing

Inventory database. Columns 4 and 5 present the total number and percentage of vehicle· rail crashes for each angle

category. Columns 6 and 7 present the number and percentage of unique railroad crossings at which at least one

crash occurred. In these two columns, only unique crossings are counted, regardless of the number of crashes that

occurred at the site Column 8 describes the percentage of all public California crossings in each angle category that

had any crashes occur (Column 6 divided by Column 2).

A qUIck scan of the percentages In Columns 3, 5 and 7 shows that the distribution of total crashes and of unique crash

sItes both conform fairly closely to the distribution of all California crossings. Column 8 confirms that there does not

appear to be any trend in crossing angle and crash rate. Overall, 6.6% of California crossings experienced a crash,

and no slOgle angle category deViates largely from this percentage.

It would appear, then, that crossing angle is unlikely to playa large role in vehicle-train crashes_ This was confirmed by

the use of chi-square tests on the crash data, which indicated no significant differences. However, these tests rely on

an assumptlon of uniform vehicle exposure to crossing angles, that is, each angle category receives a proportIonate
amount of traffic
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Table 7
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC CROSSINGS WITH FOUR OR MORE CRASHES 1995-2004
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Table 8
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC CROSSING ANGLE DATA

I 2 3 4 3 6 7 8
% of public CA

%of # of unique % o(unlque crossings 01 this
NofCA crossings in Total" of %o(lolal crossings crossings ang.le !hoi had

CrosSlniJ crossmgs at CA allhi$ crnshes al crushes al wilh onc or wilh one or one or mort
AnnIe thIS Mi!le • nolde' lhis an",le !.his anv.le more CJ'a)hcs more crashes crashes

81-90" 3284 54. ,y. 261 51 "0,,, 214 54.2% 6.5~/.

71-80" 803 /j 4% 38 II.m 46 11.6'. 5.1°1,

61·70" 331 JJ~Q 34 6,7% 28 7./% 8.5%

51-6011 303 84(1' 34 JO.~f1" 40 10./% 8.0%
41-50" 667 /lIlY. 64 11.6'0 41 10.4% 6.10/.

31-40" 86 / 4". 3 JO'!-~ 4 U)% 4.7%

<=30" 323 J 411, 32 6.J% 22 5,6% 68 11
/.

Tot:tls 3999 1000"-'" 308 11JO", 393 100 0-. 6 6~.

SOURC~ CIMomia Public Utility CommisSIon diltilbase

Addnionally, the combination of the approach direction of both the train and the driver in relation to the intersection

playa role in the "iewlng angle of the driver. In a non·perpendicular crossing, the tracks on one side of the driver will

be difficult to see, and will require the driver to look back over hlslher shoulder. However, the tracks on the other sIde

of the driver Will be very eaSily viewed. It may be that the increased Visibility in one direction offsets poor visibility in

the other direction. On the other hand, better visibility could lead to increased risk-taking if the driver feels overly

confident about gaugmg the tram's position and speed. This subject should be investigated further using viewing

angle ra her than intersection crossing angle.
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Figure 5
LONG-ARM GATES

Based on a review of the literature as well as our own observations of driver behavior at rail crossings, there exists

a subset of drivers who will go around lowered gates if they think It IS "safe" to do so. As will be demonstrated in

Section 6 of this report, humans, in general, have an innate inability to judge the speed and distance of an oncoming

train. No amount of sight-line Improvements, train conspicuity improvements, or warning system upgrades, will

impro\fe this Situation

The only way to absolutely prevent drivers from going around or through crossing gates is to make it physically

Impossible to do so. This can be accomplished by constructing a separation of grade, closing the crossing, or by

deploying an impenetrable barrier, all of which carry a high monetary or social (e.g., such as loss of convenience,

slower response times for emergency vehicles, or loss of potential customers dnving by a business) cost. There are

a number of other approaches that, while not being 100% effective, can be used to find a middle ground that can

prevent deaths and injuries while remaining economically feasible. These will be briefly described in thiS section

along With their associated costs and potential ability to reduce crashes when added to a 2-quad gate system.

4.1. POTENTIAL RAIL CROSSING UPGRADES

4.1.1. LONG-ARM GATES

Gate-arms at gated crossings typically extend to the centerline of the road and are currently prohibited from

extending further by the California Public Utility Commission's General Order 75~C. Where they are legal and have

been deployed, longer gate arm systems, which cover at least 3/4 of the roadway, have been shown to be an effective

means of dlscouragmg gate "ddve-arounds" (Caird et al. 2002; FRA, 2001).

Long-arm gates have been deployed successfully in the North Carolina sealed corridor between Charlotte and

RaleIgh, NC. Lessons learned from that deployment include:

,.

1 At least 6' of shoulder are needed on

each side of the road so that cars that

go under a descending gate can go

around the lowered arm after crossing the

tracks

2 Long-arm gates should not be installed

where there is signifIcant level of truck

traffic since even trucks that cross legally

(i.e., before the gates start down) can clip

the gate as it starts down on the far side

of the crossing.

3 Long-arm gates should not be Installed

where there IS significant level of bus

traffic for the same reason as With trucks.

4 Long~arm gates should not be installed in

locations WIth more than two tracks.



Figure 7
ISLAND MOUNTED CHANNELIZATION

Figure 6
STREET MOUNTED CHANNELIZATION

The Norfolk Southern Railway, which is responsible for maintaining warning equipment along the corridor, has set a

maxImum length of 38' for the gate arms. Longer than this, the arms become vulnerable to breakage due to high winds.

Long-Arm Gate Estimated Efficacy: 7S% (FRA, 2001)

Estimated Cost Per Crossing: $S,OOO (FRA, 2001)

4.1.2. MEDIANS

For thiS report, medians will be taken to

mean mountable centerline medians with

channelization devICes. These can be

applied directly to the eXisting roadway, as

shown in Figure 6, or can be part of a more

complex structure consisting of an island

wIth reflectors mounted on the top, as shown

In Figure 7 Such systems present drivers with

a visual cue intended to impede crossing

to the opposing traffic lane. The curbs are

no more than six Inches in height, usually

less than twelve Inches In width, and built

with a rounded design to create minimal

deflection upon impact. The refleetorized

paddle delineators or tubes, typically 24-36

Inches high, are built to be able to bounce

back up after being hit or run over. These

systems are designed to allow emergency

vehicles to cross over mto opposing lanes

to go back in the opposite direction but not

for the purpose of circumventing the traffic

control devices at the crossing. Usually, such

a system can be placed on existing roads

without the need to widen them

Medians are currently being used in a large

number of locations including the North

Carohna sealed COrridor and in Washington

state. The durability and maintenance

experience in these locations has been good.

In Puyallup, WA, seven sites, with average

MDTs of 9,800, require replacement of

three to four upnght tubes per site per year

In North Carolina, with average AADTs of

12,000, approximately 16 uprights must be

replaced per site per year

Median Separators Estimated Efficacy:
7S% (FRA, 200S) - 80% (FRA, 2001)

Estimated Cost:

$13,000 - $1S,000 (FRA, 2OOS)

15
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Figure 8
FOUR·QUAD GATE SYSTEM PICTURE AND DIAGRAM

Four-Quadrant Gate

Systems consist of a series

of automatic flashing-light

signals and gates where the

gates extend across both

the approach and departure

side of roadway lanes. Unlike

two-quadrant gate systems,

four~quadrant gates provide

additional visual constraInt

and inhibit nearly all traffic

movements over the crossing

aher the gates have been

lowered. At this time, only

a small number of four

quadrant gate systems have

been installed in California

and incorporate different

types of designs to prevent

vehicles from being trapped

between the gates.

4.1.3.
FOUR-QUADRANT
GATE SYSTEMS

Four-Quad Gates Estimated

Efficacy: 82% (FRA, 2001)
Estimated Cost: $125,000
(FRA, 2001) to $350,000

16

Costs for the installation of

4-quad gates vary widely. For

a single track crossing, the cost to upgrade from a passive crossing or 2-quad gate to a four-quad gate was given by

Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad (BNSF) as "well over $300,000," In general, the upgrades from a 2-quad gate

are complete upgrades due to the age of existing equipment and Circuitry (Crakes, 5" BNSF, unpublished data).

4.1.4. PHOTO ENFORCEMENT

The CalifornIa Vehicle Code, Section 21455.5: Traffic Signal Automated Enforcement (see Appendix H) authorizes

governments and law enforcement agencies to operate automated-enforcement systems at both traffic-light

intersections and railroad grade crossings In the event of a signal or gate violation, such systems can be designed to

obtain a clear photograph of the violation, the vehicle's license plate, and the driver of the vehicle.

PhOlO enforcement, while not erecting a phYSical barrier, can still provide a very strong deterrent against

Inappropriate railway crossings. In Los Angeles, a 6-month demonstration project resulted in an 84% reduction in the

number of violations (Meadow,l994). Considering what should already be a powerfullncentive to stop at lowered

gates, it is somewhat surprising that the threat of a fine would be an effective motivator of behavior. However, the

past expenence of a traffic ticket seems to carry more weight than the vague pOSSibility of a crash, even though the

consequences of a crash could be catastrophic.



Carroll and Warren, 2003, note that capital costs for photo enforcement can vary greatly depending on the

requirements of the community served. These requirements can include the need for a picture of front and/or rear

license plates, pictures of the driver's face, number of lanes, and location. One way to reduce the cost of photo

enforcement is to mo....e one camera among several sites without drivers knowing which ones are active at any gl....en

Urne. The authors list the following cost examples:

• The Insurance InstItute for Highway Safety lists equipment costs of about $50,0Cl0 for a red-light camera

and SS,CXXJ for mstallation and sensors.

• In North Carolina, the cost for a prototype system at one intersection was 5100,000 which included four

cameras, two towers, loop detectors, infrared lighting units, software, controller and cabmet, printers and

connections, and two advance-warning signs.

• In Florida, passive ....Ideo monitoring at four sites with varying volume and numbers of tracks (including

detection of vehicles, trains, and the status of gate arms and signal-crossing lights), using multiple

cameras, is costing nearly $400,0Cl0, with 5200,000 attributed to equipment costs. The larger sum

provides for Site analysis and selection, all equipment, construction and Installation, and reporting.

• In illinois, the cost to install and maintain one installation (site) for 1 year averages 5300,000, with the

lower end at S263,COJ and the high end at $344,()(X). Local police departments are also Incurring costs In

conjunction With this program, Both Naperville and Wood Dale Indicate that they devote approximately 1

full day per week to process citations and appear in court. Naperville has one officer responsible, assisted

by one techmcian, while Wood Dale has trained five officers to use the system.

Photo Enforcement Estimated Efficacy - 72% (FRA, 2001)

Estimated Cost - $55,000 - $100,000 (Caird et aI., 2002; FRA, 2001; Carroll and Warren, 2003)

4.2. SUMMARY

In Table 9, these methods are ltsted along with thelf estimated costs and relative effectiveness. The first column lists

crossing equipment currently in use as listed in the FRA crossing inventory for California While there may be some

state crossings that have other equipment (e.g., four·quad gates), they are not listed in the inventory. The second

column gl....es

• Inventory the number of state crossings with this type of equipment (crossings are listed by their highest

level of warning device)

• IndKJlnj: the number of incidents/number killed/number injured at crossings of this type in California

from 2000 to 2004

• Cost per lnc~ the average cost of each crash incident at this type of crossing.

• Total Cost the five-year total cost of all crashes at this type crossing

The next nlOe columns list the potential upgrades to the equIpment listed In the first column. For each combination

of old and new equipment, three numbers are given:

• "E" is the effectiveness of this upgrade. A rating of E-81% means that incidents would be reduced by

81% by upgrading to thiS type equipment.

• "C" is the cost to upgrade one crossing.

• "Te" IS the total cost to upgrade all crossings of this type in the current inventory.
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Table 9
COST AND EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGHWAY·RAIL CROSSING EQUIPMENT UPGRADES

UPCRADE EQUIPMENT TO:

In"'fRlor)' nuhlng l-Quld 2-Quld 2-Quld + Z·Quld + 2-Qllld Gatti ...Quid Ctot6 2-Quld CI'n+ 4-Quldrut
L1gbls Gain G.tu+ Long.Arm Lo°I-Ann ;\Itdlla Medi.:ao Median G:lIlt S)'ltemIncIKJTnj

Photo GlIles.t"I. Gites + SePlfllOtJ sep.:arators + Sf,flltilOn +
CURRENT Cosl pe-r InC' Photo ong-Arm Pholl,l

EQUIPMENT Gales
Totll COSI

In &6'1". f;..8S'h, &-97-:'. £-97"'. &-99".. E-911-;' -99% E.-99'l. E-Qll','e

No SignJ or JiOiO ·$40K CS250K C-$lOSK C-S25SK C-S310K C·S264K ~-"6'K C-Sl19K OUSOK
Slgnall

S4.7K C-S688M TC-$43M TC-S.52.SM TC-S419M Te-Sn.3M C-$4SAM C-S46JM TC-S54.9M TC·S60,2M

514.0K

'805 -'oW. E-lI8~. E·97"t. E-97"/, E-99% E·QII% "'- E·99'-'. E·qij"/.

Crou Butk S7nf16 ·$40K C·S250K C·SJOSK C-S2SSK C·SJIOK C·S26<lK p'6" C.SlI9K C·S3S0K

$408.8K C-iIIUM TC-S701.lM 'TC-S8SS,5M rrc-S7ISJM T(-5869.6M TC-5740.SM rC-S75A.5M TC-5894.8M iTC-S981.8M

S:B.30M

307 £-81% E-95"'. E~S"I. E-99"/. £-96% '-9'1% "9W. £-97".
SlOp Signs .c '00" CS250K C-$10SK C-S1SSK C-SJIOK CS264K t:-S269K C-SJI9K C-S350K

P.ui,.e Cronlnc
S30.7K TCS76.SM TC-"J6M fTC-S78.1M TC-S9S.2M IrC-SS1M rre-S82.6.M TC-S97.'1M rrC-S107.SM

S614.9K
,

270

"'llW'IS,
....." E-84~~ E-86"'- E,.96~. £.119% £-91'1. E-9O".

7121' C-SZSOK C·530SK C·l2SSK C-SlIOK IC-S264K C-S269K C·S319K. C--S3S0K
Audible. Ocher

Actl"'ltd 5936.3K TC-S61.SM Te-S824M iTC-S68.9~ TC·$817M rrC·S113M C-S72.6M TC-586IM C-S94.5M

S6.5SM --
982 &44"'- £-.84./" E-86V. E~%·,. £-8Y"/. '...7" £-91% E-~.

Fl.shlne LlehlJ 69/12111 c-mOK C-S30SK C-S255K C-5llOK IC-S264K c·.,6.K C-5]19K C-S350K

5552.1 K C-S2.5.5M TC-S299.5M TC-S2~04\-l rC-SJ04.4M C-SU9.2M C-S264 2M TC-5lll.3M IC-Un.7M

S3809M

3124 Eon"l. E-15~1, E·lH~" E...,.,. :-9S"I. F.,-94% E-g2~.

l-Qu.d GJlU 4]""81163 C-S'I5K C-$5K C-S60K C-Sl-If{ ~-SI9K ('·56" C-S3SOK

SS92.<!·K 1C-SI7I.8\1 iTc-sls 6!\1 TC-SIX7.4M TC-~17M r-SW4M Tt:-SlI56\1 iTC-SIO'B 4M

515708M
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These numbers are estimates and should be used as general indicators only in that each crossing may have unique

charactenstics and conditions. In constructing this matrix, two basic assumptions were made: (1) multIple treatments

are multiplicative in effectiveness and (2) multiple treatment costs are additive.

The values and sources used for determiOlng crash costs are:

Vehicle Damage: $4,680 (Lee 2004)

Death: $3,052,000 (California Highway Patrol [CHPj, 2003)

Injury: $104,255 (Lee, 2004)

Calculations for the effectiveness of crossing equipment upgrades are given in AppendiX D. To date, there have

been no studies shOWing the effectiveness of upgrading from wigwags/audible warnings to 2-quad gates. In lieu of

this information, the cOst and effectiveness of upgrading from flashing lights to 2-quad gates will be used. The costs

should be similar and the given effectiveness will be a conservative estimate for this type of upgrade.

4,3, BENEFIT VS, COST

Since the cost to upgrade all at-grade crossmgs would be prohibitive. this study anempts to determine which

crossings would yield the greatest benefit from an upgrade. First, sites with multiple crashes were examined using

ten-year crash data. Out of a total of 911 crossings which had crashes between 1995 and 2004, 252 had two or more,

and 87 had at least three fTable 5). The complete list of the 252 multiple crash crossings is presented in AppendiX E.

The warning equipment components at these sites are:

Gates: 69%

Flashing Lights: 17%

Other Active Devices: 2%

Passive Warning: 12%

Next, the cost and potential benefit of upgrading the 252 sites with multiple crashes was calculated. The minimum

upgrades considered for both passive and active sites were to include 2-quad gates plus one of the following· photo

enforcement, long-arm gates, or median separators. Four-quad gates were not included due to their substantially

higher cost. The formula used to calculate the potential annual benefit for each site was·

Benefit - (AvgCrash x Elf) x AvgCrashCost

Where:
AvgCrash - the average annual number of crashes at this site

Eff - the effectiveness of the upgrade

AvgCrashCost - the average cost of a crash at this type of crossing

As an example, to upgrade from a 2-quad gate to 2-quad + median separators at crossing number 026476Y in

Riverside, which had four crashes in the ten years from 1995 to 2004:

Annual 8enef~ - (0.4 x 0,8) x $592,352 - $189,553

The cost to add median separators is $14,<XXJ. The potential annual benefit benefit/cost ratio is: 5189,553/$14,000
• 13 5. The same ratio for a similar site with two crashes 10 the ten year period rather than four, would be:

$94,776/$14,000 - 6.8.

These methods were applied to all multi-crash sites. Although it is unlikely that all sites would have the same upgrade,

there are too many possible combinations to list here, As such, It was assumed that all sites will receive the same final

equipment The results are shown in Table 10.
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Table 10
BENEFITS AND COSTS TO UPGRADE CALIFORNIA MULTI-CRASH CROSSINGS

2-Quud Gales 2 Qu.d 2 Quad 2-Quad Gates 2-Quad Gates +
+ Photo + Long-Ann + Long-Ann f+ Median Median Separntors

Gates Gates + Photo Sepamlors 1+ Phow

oilS 1'0 UpgTlldc to Thest' Lr\c!s

Upgrade Sites ...... lth J to 12 CrashCi S8.030.ooo $3.130.000 S8.46O.OOO S4.504.OOO S9.234.ooo

Upgrade Sites "'Ith 2. or More Crashes S25.710.OOO )).110.000 S26,970.OOO SI5,378.ooo S29.238.OOO

ESP«I~d Annual Upgrade Snings:

Upgrade: Sites wll.h 3 10 12 Crashes SI3.959.844 SI4,459.172 SI7.415.505 SI5.291.108 SI7,591.717

Upgnldc Sites WIU1 2. or More Crnshes S28,492.914 S29,46O.869 S35,185,348 S31.079.117 S35.531,307

Expected Benefit/CoSt Rallo II 2.2 1.3 2.0 1.2
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It should be remembered that the values of this section are based on property damage, injury, and death cost

estimates The results, therefore, show an unrealistic degree of precision that should be, at the least, rounded to the

nearest thousand These results could change greatly if the assumptions underlying the COst estimates are altered.



5. DRIVER DECISIONS AT RAIL CROSSINGS:

INTERNAL RESPONSE PROBABILITIES FOR NOISE
WITH SIGNAL AND NOISE ONLY

'66 8 10 12

Internal Response

Figure 9

42o

OlSlnblltlOn When

rT~-'

What (allures in perception or judgment would cause 503 drivers (2000-2004) to ignore active warnings (gates andl
or flashing lights) and become involved in crashes with trains and, even more Incredibly, would cause 84 of them

to drive around or through gates I.rfiQ the side of a train? This section aims to provide insight into the interplay of

perception, expectation, and human information processing which can assist in the development of strategies for

grade crossing crash prevention.

5.1. SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY

Signal detection theory ISDT] has been

used by a number of researchers as a

means of analYZing and predicting

railroad crashes (e.g.. Raslear, 1995.

Rapoza and Fleming, 2(02). "The starting

point for signal detection theory IS

that nearly all reasoning and decision

making takes place m the presence of

some uncertamty" (Heeger, 1997). Thus,

someone at a party trying to determine

if they have previously met someone,

a radiologist looking for evidence of a

tumor, and a motorist at a rail highway

crossing are all in the same situation of

trymg to detect a Signal in a background

of noise. In all of these situations, it is

often difficult to distinguish signal from

nOise, and a deCISion will be made which is not solely dependent upon the sensory information alone.

In the SDT model, both the SIgnal and the noise are represented as a single internal response continuum which

vanes m magnttude. Even If all of the sensory inputs to an individual are identical, signals, such as the locomotive,

are capable of producing perceptual magnitudes which vary between encounters. This produces a

.. ,.probability distribution of internal response which is associated with a particular locomotive configuration

(e.g .• Size, loudness, color, brightness, etc.). This distribution of perceptual magnitudes has a mean and

variance which can be used to specify the perceptual magnitude of the locomotive as a signal. Similarly, the

background nOise also has a distribution of perceptual magnitudes which can also be specified by a mean

and a variance. For the sake of simplicity it IS often assumed that the distribution of perceptual magnttudes

for nOise and SIgnal are normal. Additionally, the basic SDT model assumes that the vanances of signal and

noise distributions are equal. although this assumption is not critical to the theory" (Raslear, 1995)

A typical representation of nOtse and Signal plus nOIse only distributions are shown in Figure 9.

A key pOint to note is that the dIstributions overlap. Thus there are times when it is not possible to dIstIngUIsh

between Signal and nOise, necessitating the adoption of some other means to decide which it is and what action to

take. This is the criterion and the point on the intemal response axis at which this criterion is set is the criterion line

(see Figure 10)
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Figure 10
INTERNAL RESPONSE PROBABILITY CURVES
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Table 11
POTENTIAL OUTCOME MATRIX

S,on Don't StOD
Train Is Close Valid StOD Crash
Train Is Not Close. or False Stop Correct Crossing
No Train Cdriver stODS unnecessarilv) Idnvor crosses safClv)

In the case of the motorist at a crossing, the criterion line provides the basis (or the deciSion to stop (all points to

the right of the line) or continue crossing (all points to the left of the line). There are four potential outcomes for the

decision as shown in Table 11. There are two response categories: "Stop (the train is too close)" and "Don't Stop

(the train is not too dose)" And there are two possible events: a train is close to the crossing and a train is not too

close to the crossing (or not present).

These outcomes can be seen in Figure 10 where the train is close in diagram (a) and not dose or absent in diagram (b).

For our purposes, the more Important question is not whether or not the train is perceived as present but rather IS it

perceived as close enough and moving fast enough to represent a threat to the driver's crossing the tracks ahead of it

In diagram (a), where the train 15 close, the striped area to the right of the criterion represents the correct decIsion

to stop. The shaded area to the left of the llOe is the incorrect decision to proceed, resultlO9 10 a crash. In diagram

(b), the striped area represents the correct decision to proceed, while the shaded area IS the decision to stop

unnecessarily.

For any given level of

detectability of the signal,

moving the cnterion

response line will change the

probabilities of the potential

outcomes, By choosing il low

emeflon, the driver could be

assured a very low probability

of crashes but at the cost of a

large number of unnecessary

stops The effects of shifting the criterion response line are shown in Figure 11. It is important to note that the

criterion for detection is not consciously set, but rather corresponds to the amount of visual "evidence" required for

detection, which itself can be heavily influenced "by the observer's expectations (probability of signal, probability of

nOise), mohvation (values of each of the decision outcomes), and other cognitive functions (e.g., memory, anention,

deCISion strategy). For instance, a driver who is familiar with a particular grade crossing has an expectation regarding

the frequency of trains at that crossing" (Raslear,1995)
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Note that changes In the criterion do nOt change the distribution of the detectability of the proximity of the train,

The only means In thiS model of altering detectability is to move the SIgnal and noise distributions further apart,

thus lessening the area of overlap, There are three ways to achieve thls- (1) decrease the level of background nOIse

(FIgure 12a), (2) Increase the level of the signal (Figure 12b), and (3) change the variance of one or both distributions



Figure 11
EFFECTS OF SHIFTING CRITERION RESPONSE LINE
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Figure 12
CHANGES IN PERCEPTUAL DISTRIBUTION
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Mathematically, how detectable the signal is from no·signal can be expressed as:

d'= separalion. 11, -I'.
~pread a

Again, changes in the cnterion only affect the probabilities of the outcomes, while changes in the distributions can

effect a change in both detectability and the probabilities of the outcomes (Raslear, 1995).

Given that over 86% of the 593 crashes that occurred between 2000 and 2004 took place at crossings with active

warning de....lces. it would appear that knowledge of the presence of a train is not sufficient reason to stop for some

people. For them, the problem IS determining the speed and proximity of the train, rather than its presence.

SOT indicates that there are two classes of variables which can be manipulated to prevent crashes: (1) variables

which Increase the Signal/Noise Ratio and (2) variables which increase the bias to stop. An approaching train gives

off a large signal, with visual, auditory. and physical characteristics. While there are several signal boosting strategies

available to further the detectabillty of trains (e.g., enhancing locomotive conspicuity. reflectorlzatlon of freight cars,

and altering the trarn hom), thiS strategy does not appear to be especially promising given that determining train

speed and proximity are the problem, rather than just train presence.

A more promising strategy might be to increase the SIN ration by decreasing noise, thus allowing more effort to

be spent on speed and distance judgments. Raslear (1996) noted that grade crossings with active devices actually

have lower train detectability values than crossings with passive or no devices. This could be due to the fact that the

warning equipment is not part of the train, so the increases in light and sound at the crossing adS as a distractIon,
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Figure 13
VIEW OF APPROACHING TRAIN FROM

VEHICLE STOPPED AT CROSSING

decreasing the SIN ratio.

Interestingly, SOT predicts

that automated horns

and illumination o( grade

crossings should increase

the accident rates at

grade crossings for the

same reason (Raslear,

1996) Following thrs line

of reasoning, one possible

crossing enhancement

might be to change the

flashing lights to steady

red and stop the bells

once the gates are fully

down. The motorist at

this point is aware of the

presence of the train and

can concentrate on speed

and location

Another method to

increase SIN, IS to Improve

the line of sight of the

motorist at the crossing and reduce visual clutter (e.g., other traffic, traffic signs and signals, street lights, etc.).

Obviously, visual information is extremely important when compared to other sensory information (or determining

speed and proximity, so any improvements could have a large effect on reducing noise and strengthening the

sIgnal.

Raslear (1996) quotes a recent FAA study of 56 grade crossings with an average of more than one accident per year

that found that 97% of these crossings had visual obstructions, 95% had a large number of driveways and intersecting

roadways, and 80% had visual cluner on the approach.

Finally, directing a driver's attention toward the train may serve to enhance the SIN ratio. Signs whICh Indicate where

motorists should look could function to enhance both detectability and bias to stop. Signals and other changes In

the sensory stImulation provided by grade crossing devices should be more focused on causing motorists to orient

toward the train rather than just indicating the train's presence (Raslear, 1996). Care must be taken, however, that the

Indicator cannot be misinterpreted. A lighted arrow, for example. could be interpreted as pointing to where the tralO

IS OR the dlrectlon It IS traveling.

In addition to changing the SIN ratio, increasing a motorist's bias to stop should also reduce rail-highway grade

crossings. This bias has been shown to be strongly influenced by expectation and motivation. The first of these is best

Illustrated by the fact that accident rates vary inversely with train frequency. While this at first seems counterintuitive,

the key word here is "rates" As Lerner et al. (1990) reported, "If the driver assigns a low probability to the presence

of a train..he will adopt a higher criterion for detecting the train, and this will increase hiS chances of (not seeing itl.

It IS Important to note that the cnterion for detection is not consciously set, but rather corresponds to the amount of

visual 'eVIdence' required for detection."

One method of increasing the bias to stop IS through the use of enforcement. In Los Angeles, a photo enforcement

demonstration project was conducted in 1992 that began With the un-announced installation of cameras at two



APPROACH SPEEDS OF THE
LARGE (10') SPHERE

Table 12

Speed (mph) # Trials (Out of 270)
25 40
35 40
45 40
55 50
65 50
75 50

Figure 14
TEST OF THE LEIBOWITZ HYPOTHESIS
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locations where counts were made over a two month period

to serve as a baseline for evaluation of the system, Following

this, a press conference was held and signs were installed

at the crossings. After two months of sending out warnings

only to violators. ticketing began and continued for four

months. The demonstration project resulted In an 84%

reduction In the number of violations (Meadow, 1994).

Considering what should be an already powerful incentive

to stop at lowered gates, it is somewhat surprising that the

threat of a 550 or $100 fme would be an effective motivator

of behavior. As Raslear (1996) points out, however, there are

other costs associated with fines including Inconvenience

and loss of time. embarrassment caused by publicly receiving

a fine and the possibility of losing one's license due to the points that might be added to the driver's record. Another

possible reason for the effectiveness of photo enforcement is that most people have firsthand knowledge of receiving

a ticket whereas very few have been hit by a train. Thus, the certainty and past experience of a ticket seem to carry

more weight than the vague possibility of a crash. even though the consequences of a crash could be catastrophic.

5.2. PERCEPTION OF TRAIN SPEED AND DISTANCE

Between 2000 and 2004, 73% of drivers involved in crashes had been made aware of the approaching train by the

presence of lowered gates. If we

assume that a driver ignores this

warning and decides to proceed

across the tracks because he or she

belie\les there is enough time to

do so safely. there must be some

perceptual problems that affect

an indIvidual's ability to make this

judgment correctly.

Detecting speed or time to collision

from changes in an object's size

has been shown to be relatively

difficult (LeibOWitz, 1985). In addition

to problems associated WIth judging

speeds of large objects (discussed

in greater detail in the next section),

as an object approaches, the growth

in size is not linear but hyperboliC, with the apparent rate of growth of a distant object being quite slow and then

accelerating as the object gets closer (See Figure G3 in Appendix G). The result is that drivers tend to be effectIve at

estimating the speed of the train when It is closest because the change In visual angle IS rapid, but when the train is at

greater dIstances, at the time when drivers tend to decide on the safety of proceeding across the tracks, the change

In visual angle is slow and they are more likely to underestimate the train's speed (NTSB, 1998).

This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 13, taken from an NTSB simulation of a train approaching a stationary car

at 40 MPH from a distance of 1,000 feet. Each frame represents the movement of the train covering one quarter of

the original distance. Half of the distance is covered before any appreciable difference in the size of the tram can be

noted and the remaining time to collision IS only 8.5 seconds.
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Figure 15
OVERLAPPING SIGNAL AND SIGNAL-PLUS-NOISE CURVES
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COllEGE STATION, TEXAS,

HOllEMAN DRIVE CAMERA VIEW
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5.3. THE LEIBOWITZ HYPOTHESIS: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In 1985, H.W. Leibowitz suggested that drivers underestimate the speed of trains because human vision underestimates

the speed of large objects. The author of this theory introduced only anecdotal evidence in its favor (a 747 seems to

land more slowly than a Piper Cub, though the opposite is true). Cohn and Nguyen (2003) found indirect eVIdence

that he may have been correct. If so, at least some of the collisions at rail crossings might be due to a simple driver

mlsperceptlon and specific countermeasures might then be exammed.

According to Barton et al. (See appendix Gl. the Leibowitz' hypothesis has never been tested, and so the authors

set out to do this using a 3D visual simulator. They constructed a two alternative, forced choice (2AFC) expenment

consisting of two sequential time epochs. In one of the epochs, chosen at random, a five foot diameter sphere

approached the observer at eye level, traveling at 35 mph. In the other epoch, a ten foot diameter sphere

approached at one of the speeds given in Table 12. The observer's task was to indicate by pressing a bunon which

epoch contained the faster approaching sphere. An experiment consisted of 270 such trials.

The authors tested the ability of five males,

ranging in age from the early 20s to the

mid 50s, with corrected normal eyesight

to identify the faster of two different sized

approaching spheres. The results of these

tests are summarized In Figure 14, which

plots, for each subject, the proportIon of

times the 5 ft diameter sphere was judged

to be faster (PS) as a function of 10 ft sphere

speed (Vl0), This shows a strong tendency

to judge the smaller sphere as the faster,

even when the actual approach speed of

the larger sphere IS 20 mph greater (Vl0=55

mph). Only when VlO reaches speeds of

65-75 mph (twice that of the smaller sphere)

does the observer become unsure as to

which is approaching faster (PS...Q,5).

The experimental data, then, show a strong

tendency to judge the smaller ball to be the



faster; even when the opposite is the case, and often by a considerable margin. The plots in Figure 14 suggest that

experimenters would have to include trials in which the large ball approaches in excess of 95 mph (2.7 times faster

than the small ball) before subjects would unambiguously pick the large ball as the faster approaching.

5.4. DRIVER DECISIONS CONCLUSION

From both signal detectIon theory and the tests of the Leibowitz hypothesis, it is apparent that. in general. humans

have a great deal of difficulty in judging the speed and distance of an oncoming train as depicted in the nearly

overlapping signal and signal.plus-noise curves 10 Figure 15. Since no amount of sight-line improvements. train

consplculty improvements, or warning system upgrades will improve this situation, the solution to rail crossing

crashes must be found by removing the need to make such a decIsion (i.e., driving the criterion response polOt all the

way to the left) by making it Impossible. or at least very difficult, for the driver to bypass the lowered gates.
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Figure 17
GILMAN AVENUE CROSSING

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA
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ObservatIon of drivers at rail crossings provides a valuable tool for understanding their behavior under different

combinations of grade crossing equIpment and train frequencies and speeds. Three different methods were

examined: a crossing camera in College Station, Texas, a crossing camera in Berkeley. Califorma. and a train engine

based camera In Napa. California This section presents the results of these observations. A complete description of

the sites, procedures, setups, and results can be found in Appendix I.

6.1. COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

Adjacent to Wellborn Road lies the Union

Pacific Railroad's Fort Worth Subdivision

mainline which carnes approxImately 20 to

25 trains per day, varying from 112 mile to

1V2 miles In length. Train speed through the

corridor can be as low as 15 to 20 mph In

the northern end of the corridor and as high

as 50 mph at the southern end Trains in the corridor do not travel on a fixed time schedule, but arrive randomly

throughout the day, depending on train traffic (Texas Transportation Institute, 2005).

College StatIon. Texas. population of 70.000,

is located 90 miles nonhwest of Houston. It

has a raIl monitoring system, The College

Station ITS Integration Project (CSIP), set

up along the Wellborn Road Comdor which

IS a major north·south arterial in College

Station The system was set up to provide

the City's Fire Station #4 with grade crossing

status and travel time prediction information

for trams traveling In both directions in the

project corridor to aid station personnel in

making route decIsions when servicing an

emergency call.

PROCEDURE

Approximately 300 hours of live video feed from the College StatIon Holleman Avenue camera was downloaded

from the Internet and stored over a total of 24 weekdays between June 22, 2005 and September 2, 2005. Train speed

information was also recorded dunng this period

RESULTS

During the observation period, 116 gate cycles during which cars were present, were recorded. During 45 of those,

cars were present In the storage area beyond the tracks, preventing approaching traffic on Holleman from crossing

the tracks In the remaining 71 cycles, 48 cars had the opportUnity (defined as arriving at the crossing before the road

was blocked by the gate) to go under the descending gate and 28 cars (58%) did so. One of the 28 cars went around

stopped traffic and one car was hit by the gate.

Also dUring the 71 unblocked cycles, nine cars went around a lowered gate. Six of these took place after the train had

passed and the gate did not go up. Two of the remaining three occurred in front of a train traveling at seven miles·

_____
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per.hour and the last one in from of a train traveling at 26 miles·per-hour. In the case of the slow train, 3S seconds

passed from the time the second car cleared the tracks until the train arrived. In the third case, the train arrived at the

crossmg nlOe seconds aher the car had cleared.

6.2. BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

The Gilman street crossing in Berkeley, California, has two lanes of traffic crossing three sets of tracks, of Which only

two are used (Figure 17). The crossing is equIpped with two quadrant gates, bells and flashing lights. There are up

to 70 trains per day including 24 operated by Amtrak's Capitol Corridor, consisting of an engine and four passenger

cars traveling at speeds up to 60 MPH.

Observations at this location were recorded uSing two cameras, each located In the back of a van parked along

Gilman Avenue. Each camera was set up so as to shoot traffic coming at it diagonally across the tracks

RESULTS

Over a period of four days, there were a total 114 gate cycles with vehicles present (eastern and western gate cycles

counted separately). There were 86 opportunities for a vehicle to go under a descending gate - 17 vehicles {19.8%l

did so. No cars went around fully descended gates.

6.3. NAPA, CALIFORNIA

The Napa Valley Wine Train provides a 3·hour round-trip covering the 36- miles beginning in the town of Napa,

through the village of St, Helena, and back. The train consists of nine rail cars and a double~sided Aleo Diesel Engine.

The data collected from this train comes from a camera moumed in the engine and operated by the engineers.

The resulting tapes were obtained from the Napa Valley Railroad PolICe Department. While the data are anecdotal

in nature they provide valuable insight into the public's general lack of knowledge of both the law regarding rail

crosSings and the baSIC laws of physics. One person, for example, a passenger In a car that had stalled on the tracks,

got out of her car and stood between the car and the oncoming train, waving for the engineer to stop. Fortunately,

a woman in another car got out and dragged the first woman to safety just before the train hit her car.
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RaIl-Highway grade crossing collisions fall under the category of bilateral accidents in that the probability of theIr

occurrence is affected by both the railroad and the other involved party (Savage, 1998). Between 2000 and 2004, there

were 99 people killed and 205 Injured due to collisions between motor vehicles and trains at rail highway crossings

In California, virtually all the fault of the highway user.

There IS a group of drivers, more than half less than 40 years old, and male by a ratio of three to one, who are not

deterred by lowered gates and have a misplaced confidence In thelf ability to judge train location and speed. Signal

detection theory tells us that the decision to proceed or stop at a rail crossing is a function of our ability to separate

signal from noise (both external and internal), and the criterion point, which is itself a function of expectation, prior

experience, and personality.

It would seem, then, that to cut the crash rate at grade crossings, we could begin by finding a means to increase

the SiN ratio. This might consist of increasing signal strength by increasing train conspicuity (although this would be

difficult to accomplish during daylight hours), Installing some form of Indicator of where to look for the tram, and/or

decreaSing nOise by Improving viewing angles and switching to a steady red light instead of flashmg red light and

quieting the bells once the arms are fully down.

But at a fully functioning gated crossing, where 73% of California's crashes occurred, the driver has been fully

Informed, by means of lowered gates, that a train is near. Should we be concerned about providing bener information

to the dnver In order to facilitate a more informed decision to run the gates? In fact, could every effort we make

to increase the SDT signal (train conspicuity, louder horns. etc.) and decrease noise (bener sight lines, turning off

flashing lights once the gate is down) actually encourage gate running by increasing driver confidence In his/her

ability to judge train speed and distance?

From both signal detectIon theory and the tests of the Leibowitz hypotheSIS, it is apparent in general, that humans

have difficulty judging the speed and distance of an oncoming train. Since no amount of sight-line Improvements,

tram conspicUily Improvements, or warning system upgrades will improve this situation, the solution to rail crossing

crashes must be found by removing the need to make such a decision. This translates to making it Impossible, or at

least very difficult, for the driver to bypass the lowered gates.

While making it impossible to violate a crossing can be accomplished 10 a number of ways, including constructing a

separation of grade, closing the crossing, or by deploying an impenetrable barrier, this solution tends to be relatively

expensive. There are, however, two low technology, low cost, and low maintenance methods that while not being

100% effective, have been deployed in many locations and shown to prevent deaths and Injuries while remaining

economically feasible These are long-arm gates and median separators.



There appears to be widely held belief among public agency decision makers that implementation of safety related

measures can, unless universally applied, expose the agency to liability lawsuits. The feeling is that public plamtiffs

will argue that the addition of a safety device (e.g., upgrading a rail-highway crossing) is a tacit admission of the

eXistence of a dangerous condition and putting it one place and not another constitutes negligence on the part of

the agency The question to be answered is whether or not lawsuits of this type actually occur and, if so, are they

being won by the plaintiffs?

The second area for future study invol...es those sttes with multiple crashes. Specifically, do these Sites differ in some

significant way from other rail-highway crossings?

Finally, as preViously discussed in the section on crossing angles (Section 4.3.7), while crossing angle appears to play

no part In crash rates, It may very well be that viewing angle does. This needs to be investigated further.
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10.3. APPEN DIX C:
SAMPLE ACCIDENT REPORT AND NARRATIVE
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- RR rcpon 065611 --Crossing ID 751183T --
Un D<t.: 06. 1ooo:l PASSlfl.iGER TRAI!\ DpC11Il~ by Amtrak (ATK J hil Ii TRUCK 8111pproximatdy 5.43P\1 in
C"alir..m,a ino\LA \If.:OA cnunly un CITY; ('FDAR ST road The incidmt o..:cum:d inlnc::ar BFRKELEY city. The
nul ...-qu1rml'flt W:lll f\.1'fII1ed 10 ha ... c= bct.'Jl 1f3\c=ling at 'HS Mflh \o",lh 3 Incomou...c(s) and 10 cal"\(~). 11lc TRUCK
h3d hccn lr.I\ding In lin I:Mlt'mI)' dln:et,on 31 010 Mph

The mllro:1l1 Wll,~ opcnUlng (111 main Ime lrocl., mer II public rood crossing. It ":1.<; clear, lit nighl and lht.' temperature
was 6tl Then: weN: 0 de:lth(s)lmd I mjur~ mlhis IIIcidCnllllld :I Ruilmud Injury/lllnes!; Rc:pon (rOml FRA·S51l)
wll!Iolso tiled. 11le 50 yellr old mnle drhcr WlI5 mnvmg (\n the crossing lind wus I'CIlf'M"d to ha\'c drivcn lIround or
thru @>I1c. 111~e \\erc I nccupmtl(!l) In the vchlcle. The new orlh~ track WtlS not ob:.lruClcd. 11\l.lbrduu:. Inilicrilll wu
ncoc hc:mg trtl""ptIrtcd h) rail or hj~l .....ay "cruclc.

11M: eruuing \l,as protected by: CiatC!l. Iklb taudible). Cmssbuck!l

TRAIN NO_"S WlTII Fr-;GS 121/121177 Af\O IOCARS STRl:CK A TRUCK AT MP6.8. CEDAR ST AND
SeCQ. 0 AVE CROSSING.
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10.4. APPENDIX D:
ljpGRADE EFFECTIVENESS CAl CLJI AlION AND SOLJRCES

SlOP Flll~hing 2-Quad 2·QWld 2·Quad 2·Qund 2-Quad 2-Quad "-Quad 4-Quad 4-Quud 4-QUlld Gale
Signs light" (iatc'l Oates ; Long- Long- fiatl,!'1 t Gates I Gnte (i<lIC (iatc Sy!ol~rn I

Photo Arm Arm Mcdinn Median System Sysu:m f Syltl.em- Median
Gales. fL Gales ~ Scpatato Scpar.uot Photo Median S~par.uor+

Photo PhOlo Separutor Photo

1\0 SIgn!> 1,)1' ~Ignllb 64l!.(3\ 1IIr.... l]l 097 0.97 0.99 098 0.99 0911 0.99 0.99 0.99

(nl" t'olKlt.. JS~·.(41 {H~" (3J r88~.IJ) 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99

~lllfl Sil&'ls III l1;uslH'
Cn»sing1

81 ....• 0.95 0.95 0.99 0.% 0.9'1 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.99

WiaWug.... Audihlc.
Otht'r Acll\31o:d

nibhillg I.ight'> 44'0 () O.H4 OJl6 0.% 0.89 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.96 1199
:!A)Uill.l GUle~

75Y.(2) 92"illlI
n',. (I) 75~. (I) 1J1J3 KU·... O) 09' K2-"'01 O,Q5 12J {I.9M

...Quad"nl Gate
S)~l~m

S6',," •

• HI\\.'A 1985 - Stop signs 35'. effecth,e. Xbuck to 2-quad "" S8%, so stop sign to 2 quad "" 81%
•• 2-quod 10 4-qu.Ild is S':!.'I•• J·quad to 4-quad+mcdian is 92%. therefore -'-quad to 4-qu3d+mcdian is 56%

I Fedcral R:tilroad Adminismllion (200 I), North Carolina -Scaled Corridor" Ilhase l. U.S. DOT Assessment Repon: Report LO
Congress

2. I-edcral Rllilrond l\dminislro.tiOIl (2005). Use of LocomotIve Iloms al HighwEl)-Rail Grade Crossings: Finol Rllle, 49 CFR
Pans 222 and 129. Federal Register. Vol. 70. No. 80

1. CilirtJ. J_~ .• Creaser, J.I •• Fo\\ards . C J.. f)c"-llr, 2002. A Human Factors Analyltis Of Highway·Railway Grade Cro~ing

Acddcnt5 In Canada

4. !"arr, LII. and HilZ. J.S. (19gS), Ufcctiveness ofMotorist \\ aming De\'ices at Rail-High\-Vay Crossings, Publication 1\0.
HI\\ \-RD-85-015. h.-c1eral Highway Administr.uion, Washington.l).C.

FR.\ eJ005) "EtreetivenL'5~ mle" means II number belween zero and one \\-hich represents (he: reduction orlhe likelihood ofa
colil:;ion .Ill a public high,....ay·mil gmdc crossing as a n:suh orlh~ installation of an SSM or ASM whcli compared to the same
em~ing equipped ",jlh convemional active warning systems of flashing liglus nnd gtlles.
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it Crashes
~.~ 10 1995-2004 Crush Dales Enui Jmcnl City County

b286S8J
1'95. 6I<J8. 9'99.1/00.12/00.12/00.

12 12100.3/01. 11/01. 1/02. 11/02. 11/04 Glltes Mercl:d ~h;n;c(j

10/96.11/98.9/99.9/99.2/00. 11/00.
02765bA II 12/00.4/0 I. 5/0 I. 3/02. 9/03 Gates Santa Fe Snrinps: Los AI1PelL~

8/95.3/98.3/99.3/99.10/99.2101.
76593711 10 8/01.11101. 1/02. 12/04 Gales Unincorooraled Merced

~1265 17B
1.'97.11/01.12102.12103.8,04.11/04.

7 12104 Gates Unincoroorated Riverside

1028553D 6 10/96.10/96.12100.3:01.11/01.2102 Gmes Fresno Fresno
K,26571B 5 1/95.897.12/97.9/01. 10/04 GUles Anaheim Or.tm'e
[,127650J 5 11/96. 5/98. 12/03. 12/03.9,04 Gales Santo. Fe Snrinps Los Angeles

028527N 5 I '95. 2/00. 8'02. 4/04. 5/04 Flashin" LighlS Fresno Fresno

745911~1 5 /95. 1/97.8/00.5/02.3/04 GUICS Simi Vallc\ Ventura

745997Y 5 6/%. 12198. 5199. 11:0 I. 11102 Gales Van Nuvs Los Angeles
750703\\ 5 10/98. 12198. 2199. 2/02. 603 Flashing LighlS Selma Fresno
K,26476Y 4 05'96. 11/96.01/00.0900 Gales Riverside Rh·crsidc
~2651\()G 4 11195.02/96.02198. 12104 Gales Anaheim Oranoe

K,27657G 4 12196. 12/99. 1210 I. 10/04 Gales La Mirada Los Anl'!eles
kl28380R 4 01/95. 07/95. 06/02. OS/03 Flashino LiglllS ShaOer Kern

"'28394Y 4 0197.04/97.12/01.03/02 Flashil1l' Lirrhts Shafter Kern

~2851711 4 11/98.08/99.11/99.10/03 Flashin. Li.hlS Fresno Fresno

K,28582N 4 03199.07/02.03/03. 11104 Gates Fresno Fresno

1n28586R 4 04'95.08/96.07/98.02100 Gmes Fresno Fresno

745904C 4 02197.03/00.05/00. 11/03 Gates Moomark Ventura

746052E 4 09/96.10/96.01/99.03/02 Gales Los Ani!c1cs Los An(!clcs

746804B 4 04/95.09/95.10/98.01/03 Gates Glenduh: Los Anl.!.clt...-s

74b903Y 4 08/95.09196. 10/02.08/04 Gales Industrv Los Anocles

746919V 4 10196.07/97.07/97. 12/99 Gales Pomona Los Anocles

746972G 4 02'98. 08/99. O9loo. 11101 r1ashinll, Liatns Fonlana San Bernardino

749946C 4 05/95.0995.11199.07101 Crossbucks lr-.cwark Alanu..-da

h52760S 4 02196.02199.04 01. 09/01 Gates Sacnuncnto Sacramento

7~1186J 4 10 '98. 01199. 01/99. 02 '99 Gates Mala~a Fresno

157255P 4 12/97. 12/97 0 I/98. 12/04 Gates Monolith Kern

757316D 4 11/97.09198.08/01.01/03 Gatt:s Fresno Fr~sno

760732J 4 10/98.02/03.07103.02/04 Gates Mccca Riverside

761540V 4 12.'97.05/0 1.03 04.06/04 Crossbucks Lono Beach Los Anl?elcs

I091JD 4 06'95. iO.'99. 03001. 04/02 Gates Ontario San Bernardino

183,1921 " 4 05'01.0601.06/01.11'01 Gatcs French Camo San Joaauin

652215 4 I 1197. 01/98. 02198. 03198 FlashinQ Ll~hts Mudesto 5tanblaus
K,26567E 3 05/97.01/99.01/00 Gales Placentia Orun(!c

10265785 3 10100.12/01.01/02 Flashin u Lj'·hlS Placentia Orano<

InZ8oo2V 3 02/97.03198.12/00 Flashing Li.hlS Ine.lcv.ood Los Ane:c1cs

1028209C " 03197.11,02.06104 Gates Boron San Bernardino

1n28379\\' 3 04,')9.01/02,03104 Gales Shaner Kern

1028J97U 3 12/00.06/02, 11/04 Gales Wasco Kem
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Fed 10 1# Crashes Crltsb Dale! Equipment City County

J28400/\ 3 02/95.11/96,11/01 Gates Hn"rord Kings

2ij4321 3 02/95,01/97.01/98 Gales Hanford Kings

28478U 3 03196, 10'96.0310 I Gales fresno rrcsno

28512Y 3 12:95.06103,12.04 Gates Fresno Fresno

28569,\ 3 11/97.10100,10.01 Gates Fresno Fresno

1028601 R 3 01/99.07199,11/01 Gates Madera Madera

kJ28647E 3 10199. 12/00, 0510 I Gates Planada Merced

1028673u 3 06195.02/04,05104 Gates Merced Mtirccd

kJ2ij743G 3 10/97.04'00,09100 Gates Empire St3nislaus

k!28767V 3 02'98.07198.08198 Gates Ri\erbank ~tanislaus

kJ2878 IR 3 06199, 10/00, Q6,03 Gates Escalon San Joaquin

k!29896!\ 3 0410 I. I 102. 09/03 Crossbucks Richmond Contra COSln

1745651\~ 3 09195, 12,'96.01/03 Glltes Vcnlura Ventura

74585511 3 06/95.03/98,03/98 Gates Oxnard Ventura

45890W 3 01195.07198,07198 Gates MocTllark Ventura

4(,(161 D 3 06'98.02,00.03/01 Gates Los An2clcs Los An2cles

'46064Y 3 0297. 03100, 06/04 Gale~ Lus AnJ!,c1es La:. An~e1cs

746880Li 3 04195,08'99,04/02 Gates San Gabriel Los An~clcs

746936L 3 03100.0702.08/04 Gates Monlclair San Bernardino

N7253Y 3 0802. 07/0J. 10/04 Cmssbucks Chino San Bernardino

747594S 3 03/99,10/99.10/99 Crossbucks Los An~elcs Los An,L!;clcs

747660C J 07195,11196.01197 Flashin~ Li.hts SOlllh Gate Los Angeles

49929L 3 04198, 06~)9, OBIOO Gates Union Cit)' Alameda

l009RA J 04196, 06.'96, 12.96 FI..,hin. Li.hts San Jose ISan", Clam

5050].\1 3 10198.01 '00,11/04 Gates Reddin. Shasla

50643P 3 12.96,03199. 11103 Gates Palmdale Los AnQcles

511771' 3 07/99,08/01.05/02 Olher ACli,c Berkelev Alllmcda

5119811 3 0110 I. 0910 I. 10102 Gates B<rkelev Alumeda

51678U 3 11/99,04100. 10/00 Gates Richmond Contra Costa

52434!\ 3 10195, O4I()O, 05,0 I Gates Manteca San Joaquin

52746W 3 04196,06/00.08104 Gates Elk Grove Sacramento

52855,\ J 10100.05:03,07/03 Gates Modesto Stanislaus

52868B 3 07195. 11199, 12199 Gates Modes'o Stanislaus

755151B 3 12/97,03198,08199 Flashin. Li~ts San Jose Sanli't Clara

757420X 3 03/99, 12102. 08/04 Crossbucks Edison Kern

60602\1 3 01/03.03104,03/04 Flashinu. Lillht3 Ilawthornl.: Los An .t1~

66159L 3 05/96.07197,11,04 Gates Livin~ston Meree<!

10871 L J 0610 1,01'03.07/03 Gates Los AnL'c1es Los AOltcll-s

10893U 3 07197,07197,07/00 Gates Ontario San Bernardino

10077P 3 11/95,10/96,05199 G.ues Riverside Riverside

I0979ll J 02197. 09/98, 12/99 Gntes Riverside Riverside

33920D 3 07198. 12/02, 12102 Gates LalhroD ISan Joaauin

342590 3 08196. 10196,01 97 Gales San Leandro Alameda
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Fed III # Cro"ihcs Crash Dotes E(luinmCnl City County

865219R 3 03/96. 10/98,03/99 Sion 51"" Modr..-SIO Sinnishws
IR65259N 3 08/96, 11199,03100 Crossbucks Escalon San Joaouin

~2W06R 2 12/96, 02199 Gales S;m Bernardino Needles

n26070P 2 09/01,10/01 Crossbucks San Bernardino Ilelendale

026140(' 2 12100,01 '03 Gmes San Bernardino Rialto

I126177S 2 0210 I , 06/02 Gates San Bcrmlrdino Montclair

026475S 2 11/96, 07/9~ Gates Riverside Riverside

"26480~ 2 02/96, 08/04 Gates Riverside Riverside

02b501~ 2 09199, 02103 Gales Rivel""iide Riverside

kl26519P 2 0210 I , 0510 I Gates Riverside Corona

n26570M 2 08198, 12.'1)8 Gales Oran~c Placentia

"26581 A 2 02198, 11199 Gales Oran2c Fullerton

n26584V 2 01/95.0R198 Gales Oranu:c Fullerton

026697B 2 I 1199, 06/04 Gales Oramzc Sama Ann

"266991' 2 03/95,03/01 Gales Oral1PC SanHl Ana

026742T 2 11/02,09/03 Gates Orano< Santa Ana

126743A 2 01195.021'J5 GatC's Oranu.c Sanla Ana

kl26765A 2 11100.11'01 Gates Oran.. Irvine

l26785L 2 I 1100. 12103 Gales Oran~c Sun Juan CaniSlrano

026827V 2 07/01,01/03 Oates San Dic20 Encinitas

"268520 2 11/96. 12/97 Gales San Dicoo San Dieoo

1026866L 2 06195.06197 Gales San Oiel!o San Diceo

'\27138F. 2 1010 1.03/04 Crossbucks San Bernardino Itesneria

10275835 2 05195,06'99 Crossbucks San Die20 San Marcos

"2764JY 2 1095. I LOI Gale~ Los An~e1es PicD Rivera

1027647El 2 02196, 05196 Gates Los AOIzclcs Sanl3 Fe SOrinll.5

k127837E 2 08196, 02100 Flashin. Li.hts Los An.elcs Santa Fe Snrinos

"279075 2 10/01. 01103 Crossbucks Los Anuelcs Vernon

10279451l 2 06/96. 09/01 Gal~s Los An.el"" Vernon

"27950X 2 09199. 12'99 Gates Los Anl!e1es Ilulltim!lon Park

kl27963Y 2 07195.07'01 Gates Los An'teles Los Angeles

102~072K 2 0495.02100 Gales Los Amtele.... Redondo Beach

"283 lOB 2 10195,04/01 F1ashino Li\;!lhts Kern Wasco

1028343N 2 08195,12/03 Gates Kinlls Corcoran

"28386G 2 09198. 11/00 Gales Kern Shaner

1028409L 2 07104.07104 Gates KillflS Hanford

k\28442L 2 01199. 12/00 Gates Fresno Lalon

1028453Y 2 0996.09!02 Gates Fresno Fresno

1028454F 2 02l0J,02/03 Gales fresno Fresno

1028552w 2 08197,06/98 Gates Fresno Fresno

"285541' 2 07195,06/96 Gales Fresno Fresno

1028556) 2 01197, 04/03 Flashinl:!: Ljt:'.hts Fresno Fresno

kJ28570U 2 03195.0999 Flashin'l lights fresno rrcsno



Fe~ 10 # Crushes Cr.ub Dales Eauinment Cit" Counh

km578Y 2 10196. 02/0 I Gales Fresno Fresno

~28585J 2 12/0 I. 09/03 Gatcs Fresno Fresno

kl28bl8U 2 I 1/96. 07197 Gates Madclil t'-'Iadcra

028627T 2 01/02.01104 Gates Madera Madero

~28687C 2 03198.04/04 Gates Merced Merced

~28704R 2 03199. 12100 Gates Merced Atwmer

kJ28705X 2 12198. 02/03 Gntcs Merced Winton

028706E 2 10/00.05104 Gates Merced Winton

kJ28714W 2 03101.09/01 Gates Merced Denair

0287395 2 03195.01197 Gmes Stanislaus Emoire

028752f 2 11/02.03104 Ontes Stanislaus Riverbunk

0287558 2 05/95.05/99 Gates St£lnislaus Riverbank

028790P 2 05.'98.09/04 Gales Stanislaus Riverbank

029371V 2 02/0 1.02/03 Other Acti ve Fresno Fresno

kJ29578C 2 07.98.0402 Gates San JllUQuin Stockton

102%541 2 10:95.11104 Gates rontra Costa Antioch

kJ29677A 2 10196. 05198 Gates Contm Costa Antioch

029854C 2 11/95.03101 Hashing Lights Contra Costa Richmond

~ 11774J 2 03'01.10/02 Flashine Liehts Sun Bernardino Omario

1687892A 2 0901. 10101 Flashing Lights Yolo West Sacramento

7458385 2 I0102, 11103 Gntes Ventura EI Rio

145839\ 2 10/00. 12/02 Gates Ventura EI Rio

745989G 2 06/99.0310 I Gates Los Angeles Los Angeles

4599013 2 01:00. 08100 Gates Los Angeles Los An[!eles

459981' 2 02199. 08.03 Gates Los AnEcles Von Nu"

4&OO6D 2 06/95. 1002 Gates Los Angeles Los An~c1t'S

4&OI6J 2 0199.07199 Gate~ Los Amitclcs Santa Clarita

74&047H 2 09/95.08/03 Gates Los AnJ!.eles San Fernando

174&054 r 2 01/95.10/02 Gates Los Anl!cles Los Anl!.eles

746784S 2 02/97. 01103 Gates Los Am~.eles Burbank

7467%L 2 01100, 01/03 Oales Los Angeles Glendale

746797T 2 08/96. 01197 Gates Los Anl!cles Glendale

46859N 2 0197.03197 Gates Los Anlteles Los An ·des

46898E 2 03:95.05103 Gates Los Angeles EI MoniC

469/>lP 2 10196.01101 Gates San Dcmardino San Bernardino

746970T 2 04 98. OMI Flashin~Lights San Bernardino Fontnnn

1747267G 2 12196.03101 Crossbucks San Bernardino Chino

7473166 2 07/95.07/03 Gntes Los An2clcs Covinn

7~7602G 2 06/98. 10/99 Flo,hing Lights Lo, Angeles Los Angeles

747bl5H 2 02100.0410 I Crossbucks Los An~eles Los Angeles

4761'T 2 10197,11/99 Other Active Los Ant!.eles Los Angeles

747629R 2 03/98, 12'98 Crossbucks Los Anl!c1cs Los AnL!c1t'S

747656M 2 ~196, 09197 flashin~ Lights Los An~eles Los Angeles
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Fed 10 II Crasher Crash Dates EauiDment Cit, COlin,,·

747b69N 2 10196.02197 Flashin~ Ughts Los An~eles L,nwond

747701 E 2 0610 1.01/03 Flashin~ Li~ts Los An~cles Los Angeles

7477IIK 2 11198. 11/98 Gales L~)s AnQcJcs Los An~eles

747735Y 2 10'0 I. OW04 Crossbucks Los Angeles Los Angeles

747833P 2 01197.06/01 Plashin. Li.h" Los An 'cl~ LO!t Anl.!el~

747834\V 2 04/95. II 96 Other Active Los Anp,c1cs Los Angeles

74787611 2 04 'lB. 07/00 Crossbucks Los Anu.des Comoton

478')'JP 2 11/96. 04/98 Other Active Los Anlleles Carson

74886W 2 05/96. 12102 Gates Siskivou Mount ShlL'itQ

749584T 2 12·95.09/0 I Plashin. Lights Alameda Oakland

7495B5A 2 10/00. 11/03 Flashing Lights Alameda Oakland

749712Y 2 11196. 02199 Gntes Alameda Oakland

749907L 2 11197.07/9B Gates Alameda Hayward

74'J'J65G 2 03'9<).06/03 Plashin. I iohts Santa Claro Santa Clara

750102M 2 04196. 01/00 Plashin. Licllls Santa Claro San Jose

750504U 2 10/97. OB/99 Gates Shasta Reddin.

7S0506H 2 II 95.05199 Gates ShasUJ Redding

750642H 2 01195.11/03 Gales Los Angeles Lancaster

750954R 2 0910 I. 01/04 Crossbucks Kern Bakersfield

751224V 2 03197. 08/00 Gales Yolo Davis

7S1291P 2 06/0 I. 05102 Gales Solano Fairl1eld

7512941( 2 11199. 11/0 I Gales Solano Fairllcld

751527E 2 01'95.04/95 Gales Solano Benicia

751693\\ 2 05/95. 10/03 Gntes Contra Co~ta Richmond

751754h. 2 01197.10/03 Flashing, Li2hls Contra Costa Manincz

7524458 2 01102.01.02 Gale!; San Joaquin Manlei:a

75244bH 2 07/03.02/04 Gales San Joaouin Manteca

7527750 2 01N6. 01 04 Gales San JOaQuin Stockton

752887r 2 07/99. 12/99 Gates Sacramento Sacramento

752929P 2 10/95. 11196 Crossbucks San Joaauin Stockton

753140G 2 10/98. 11/99 Gales Placer Bowman

753188J 2 01/99.07,04 Gales Nevada Truckee

753138K 2 OB'95.04/96 Gales Placcr Lincoln

7532505 2 02f99.0B/OO Gates Placc:r Sheridan

753289V 2 10'97. 10,9<) Flashin. Liohts Sutter Yuba City

7549048 2 08'95. 12ICJ8 G.Hes San Mnteo San Maleo

755011 Y 2 05/01.01/04 Gates Santa Clara Palo Aho

755013M 2 03199,04104 Gntes Santa Clam Mountain View

755148T 2 12/95.06/9B Gmes Sanlu Claru San Jose

75676611' 2 07/97.12/02 Crossbucks Tulare lJinuba

75686711 2 04100.0810 I Gates Fresno fowler

756949P 2 I1'99. 08/02 Gales Kem Bakerslield

751413M 2 02iCJ8.04/02 Gmes Kern Edison



Fed ID NCrashes Crash Dales £nuinmenl City County

760558C 2 09196. 10104 Crossbucks Los Anl!clcs Los Anl!ctes
760678T 2 08/96. 01197 Gales Rivcn;ide Calimesa
606850 2 05,01.11:02 Flashin. Li.hLS Ri\e~ide Beaumont

n606'lOA 2 12,98. 09104 Galcs Riverside Bannine.

760714L 2 Q4103.03/04 Gilles Riverside Indio

7607170 2 05198.0902 Gales Rivcniide Indio

76084SK 2 05/99. 12199 Crossbucks Illlocrial I tonedal

760982W 2 02195.07/02 Gates Madera Madera

7611321'. 2 07195.08196 Gates Madero Madero

7611671. 2 1295.02198 Flashinll !.ill'hts Omn(!e Annheim

761525T 2 01196.07102 Flashin. Li.hLS Los An~eles Los Ane.eles

761526A 2 01196. 12196 Flashin" U"hLS Los Ani!des 1.05 Ane.e1C3

761541C 2 03/00. 1000 Crossbucks Los An"cles I,ong Beach

76230lY 2 08i02. 05/04 Gntes Tehama Red 61ul1'

765942R 2 03199.09199 GUles Merced Chowchilla

765943X 2 03'97.08,99 Gal~ Merced Cho ......chilla

766040P 2 02-95. 11.98 Flashin. Li.hLS Tulart Tulare

8108681 2 01195.06198 Crossbucks L.os Anpeles Indusln,'

~10885C 2 12199.0302 Gales Los Aneel~ Cit\' OfinduSl"

810899K 2 12/98. 11102 Gilles Los Anaeles Pomona

810907A 2 12/98.07/04 l"a1es San Bernardino Omario

81091011 2 01/98. 11'99 Gates San Bernardino Ontario

bl I09361'. 2 12/98.04'04 Crossbucks Los An!!.eles Vernon

18 1106511 2 101<15.05197 Irrossbucks Los An2eles Vernon

~1I069K 2 07196.07199 Flashin. Li.hLS Los Ana.les Industrv

SI1479J 2 08!03. 12104 Gates Los .'\nl!des Los Anl!eles

8336411) 2 11/03.05104 Flashin. U.hts Lassen Weslwood

1R3.1704K 2 08102.08102 Crossbucks Plumas IOuinc\'

83.1901Y 2 12i02.08/04 Crossbucks Sama Clara Milnitas

1R339.10J 2 10'00. 09/04 Gates San Joaauin todaon

34942G 2 05104. 11.04 Gates Yuba Marvsville

1835052A 2 09'98.0998 Gales Butte Marvs\lille

1<538431; 2 111<16. 12199 FI.shin" U.hlS Stanislnus Modesto

865215N 2 09195.02/,)6 Crossbucks Stanislaus Modesto

865223F 2 11/95.011')8 Flashin. U.hLS Stanislaus ModcslO

IR65231X 2 0596.09/96 Flashin" Li"hts Stanislaus Modesto

86528.1P 2 05196.08196 Crossbucks Stanislaus Modesto

65288Y 2 II '97. 02'99 Crossbucks Stanislaus Ccres

65360M 2 01 96.06,1)9 Flashin. UahLS San J03Quin Escalon
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10.7. APPENDIX G:
I EIBOWIIZ HYPOTHESIS

A TEST OF THE LEIBOWITZ HYPOTHESIS by Joseph E. Barton, Theodore E. Cohn and
Robert V. Kenyon, 2006

Do large objects appear to approach more slowly than smaller objects traveling at the same
specd'! Ifso then this might help exphlin the inordinately high accident I'lltes involving
large vehicles such as buses and truins. To test this we eonstrueled an experiment using u
3D visuul simulator in which different sized textured spheres approached at different
speeds. We found that observers consistently judged the smuller sphere to be the faster,
even in cases where the lurger sphere was traveling at up to twice the speed of the smaller.
Analysis of the e results sugge IS that the brain relies upon the perceived rate of change of
an object's visual angle, de/dt, to determine how quickly an object is approaching.

Rear-end collisions with buses and collisions with trains ut railroad crossings occur at
ignilicantly higher rates than the corresponding cases involving only automobiles. Tbis has long

puzzled accident investigators, since one would expect the movements of larger objects to be
more easily noticed and interpreted by motorists. In a 1985 article, Leibowitz ob erved that
large aircraft at airports appeared to mOve more slowly than mailer aircraft, even though the
former "ere traveling much faster. He went on to hypothesize that this mispereeption must in
tum be caused by the way in wbich the brain processed and interpreted the visual information
provided in this scenario. To our knowledge, Leibowitz' hypothesis has never been tested, and
we set out to do this using a 3D visual imulator.

We constn,eted a two alternative forced choice (2AFC) experiment consisting of two sequential
time epochs. In one of the epochs, chosen at random, a five foot diameter sphere approached the
obscrver at eye level, traveling at 35 mph. In the other cpoch, a ten Ibot diametcr sphere
approached at one of the speeds given in Figure la. The ob erver's ta k was to indicate by
pressing a bUllon which epoch contained tile faster approaching sphere. An experiment consisted
01'270 such trials. The numbcr of times that the ten foot diameter sphere assumed each approach
speed (also selected randomly) is also indicated in Figure G Ia.

I Speed (mph) # Trials (Oul of 270)
I 25 40

35 40
I 45 40

55 50
65 50
75 50

a} Ten Foot Diameter Approach Speed

Figure G-I

b} Approaching Sphere

A faceted white sphere was constructcd using OpenGL (10 longitudinal sliccs, 10 lateral slices,
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\\ ith a black wirc-framc coinciding with the cdges formcd by the slices). It was prcsentcd
against a black ground plane and horizon. Thc ground planc was delineated with yellow
longitudinal lines 5 ft apart. Twenty white, six fl high, .25 fl diameter cylinders were randomly
placed lhroughout the ground plane (but nol in the path of the approaching sphere) to give the
observer a sense of perspeclive and proponion. The scene was presented on a projection-based
vinual reality (VR) system. The viewer, eated in front of the projection screen, wears stereo
shuller glasses and a six-degrees-of-freedom head-tracking device. As the viewer moves his or
her head, the correct stereoscopic perspeclive projections are calculatcd for each eye and
pre enled. The scene was presented with a frame rate in exccss of60 Hz (resulting in a greater
than 30 Hz frame rate for each eye.) A frame from onc such presentation is shown in Figurc lb.
Each time epoch startcd with lhe sphere 6.5 seconds away from the observcr, and ended with thc
sphere 0.25 seconds away, so that it remained in view for 6.25 sec. Since tests of this type are
fatiguing, the experiment was divided into four segments of approximately 67 trials each to give
lest subjects a chance to resl in between. Subjects could also stop and rest within a segment if
they needed to.

Fuur visual eucs are thus available to the obscrvcr in judging thc fasler oflhe two approaching
spheres: monocular image expansion, binocular cues deriving from stereopsis, texture dilation,
and reference to the static cylindrical posts and ground plane lines. Even though we have
included binocular effects in these experimenls, we do not expecl them to play much. if any. role
in this ta k. Since such effects are not noticeable at distances greater than approximately 30 fl.
this information will nOl be available to observers until the final 0.33 sec ofa (6.25 sec) 35 mph
approach. and only thc Iinal 0.02 scc ofa 75 mph approach. It scems highly unlikcly thallhe
brain would be ablc lO utilize such a small quantity of information, occurring at the very cnd of
the presentation. Here we allow the sphere to come within .25 sec of the observer before
occluding it. In practical applications where decisions would have to be made 2-4 sec before
colli 'ion, binocular cues would be entirely unavailable.

We tested the ability of five males (labeled S I to S5, ranging in age from the early 20's to the
mid 50's. with corrected normal eyesight) to identify the faster of two, different sized
approaching spheres. The results of lhese tests are summariLCd in Figure 02, which plOlS the
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B vs time dB/dt vs time

proportion of limes the 5 f\ diameter sphere was judged to be faster (Ps) as a function of 10 f\
sphere speed (VIO). This shows a strong tendency to judge the smaller sphere as the faster, even
when the actual approach speed of the larger sphere is 20 mph greater (V ~IO 55 mph). Only
"hen V,. reaches speeds of 65-75 mph (twice lhat of the smaller sphere) does the obse.... er
become unsure as 10 "hich is approaching faster (Ps '" 0.5).

Let z(t) be the distance from the observer to the sphere at any time t (0 ~ t ~ 6.5 sec). Then

z(t) ~ V(6.5-t)

Where V = dzldt is the approach velocity of the sphere. Ifr is the sphere's radius, then the visual
angle 8, that it subtends is

0,(1) ~ 2 lanO' (_r_) ~ 2tan-'(
:(1) V(6.5

r
-I)

)
while

d8, ~_r_V
dl :' + r'

These are plotted as functions of time in Figure 3. From these we sec that for V,. < 70 = 2 Vs,

Figure G3

010 > 0, and dBIO/dl > dOs/dt for alit. For V,. > 2 V, the opposite holds, and lor V,o ~ 2 V, the
Iwo SCIS of prolilos coincide with one another. This final observation demonstrates the obvious
faCllhut the monocular vi!.:\'i of the smaller sphere's approuch is exactly matched by thai ora
sphere lwice as large, approaching Iwice as fasl, from twice as far away. This, along with our
c~pcrimcntal results, suggests that observers rely heavily on the monocular cues when making
judgments about Ihe speeds of approaching objects. In this case they could be relying
exclusively on 0 (i.e., comparing 0 for various t), exclusively on dB/dl, or they could be using
bOlh in some combination.
Ifit is lrue lhat observers place heavy emphasis on monocular cues in perfonning lhis lask, then
il i easy 10 see why judgments aboul approaching objecls are so unreliablc. intcresting note lhat
for VIO < 2 V, lhe brain judges the larger sphere to be approaching more slowly, even though ilS
a>sociated subtended angle and expansion rale arc both grealer Ihan those associated with the
smaller sphere.
We nOle too that cnmparcd wilh thc final 2-3 scconds oflhe approach, the information provided
in the first 3-4 seconds appears barely dislinguishable in going from one speed to the next.

• They could he obscrving and comparing 0 for various I in order to infer approach speed;
• They could be observing dB/dt directly.
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2006 California Vehicle Code
Divi ion II: Rules of

10.8. APPENDIX H:
CALIFORNIA VEHICLE CODE:
AlJIOMATED ENEORCEMENI PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS

the Road
Chapter 2 Traffic Signs, Signals, and Markings
Article 3: § § 21450-21468 - Offenses Relating to Tramc Devices

21455.5 Traffic Signal Automated Enforcement

21455.5. (a) The limit line, the intersection, or a place designated in Section 21455, where a
drtver is required LO SLOp, may be equipped with an automated enforcement system if the
governmental agency utilizing the system meets all ofthc following requirements:

(I) Idemi fies Ihe system by signs that clearly indicate the system's presence and are visible 10

traffic approaching from all direction, or posts signs at all major entrances to the city, including,
at a minimum, freeways, bridges, and state highway routes

(2) If it locates the sy tem at an intersection. and ensures that the system meets thc critcria
specified in Section 21455.7.

(b) Prior to issuing citations under this section, a local jurisdiction utilizing an automated traffic
enforcement system hall commence a program 10 is ue only warning notices for 30 days. The
local jurisdiction hall also make a public announccmcnt of the automated traffic enforcement
systcm at Icast 30 days prior to the commenccmcnt of the enforcemcnt program.

(c) Only a governmental agency, in cooperation with a law enforcement agency, may operate an
automated enforcement system. As used in this subdivision, "operate" includes all of the
lollowing activities:

(I) Developing uniform guidelines for screening and issuing violations and for thc processing
and storage of confidential inforulation. and establishing procedures to ensure compliance with
those guidelines.

(2) Performing administrative functions and day-to-day functions, including, but not limited to,
all of the following:

(Al Establishing guidelines for selection of location.

(8) Ensuring that the equipment is regularly inspected.

(C) Certifying that the equipment is properly installed and calibrated, and is operating properly.

(D) Regularly inspecting and maimaining warning signs placed under paragraph (I) of
subdIVIsion (a).



(E) Overseeing the establishment or change of ignal phases and the timing thereof.

(F) Maintaining controls necessary to assure that only those citations that have been reviewed
and approved by law enforcement are delivered to violators.

(d) The activities Ii ted in subdivision (c) that relate to the operation of the system may be
contracted out by the governmental agency, if it maintains overall control and supervision of the
system. However, the activities listed in paragraph (I) of, and subparagraphs (A), (D), (E), and
(F) of paragraph (2) of, subdivision (c) may not be contracted out to the manufacturer or supplier
of the automated enforcement system.

(e) (I) otwithstanding Section 6253 of the Government Code, or any other provision of law,
pholOgraphic records made by an automated enforcement system shall be confidential, and shall
be made available only to governmental agencies and law enforcement agencies and only for the
purposes of this article.

(2) Confidential infonnation obtained from the Dcpartment of Motor Vehicles for the
administration or enforcement of this article shall be held confidential, and may not be used for
any othcr purpo c.

(3) Except for court records described in Section 68152 of the Government Code, the
contidential records and infonnation described in paragraphs (I) and (2) may be retained for up
to six months from the date the information was tirst obtained, or until final disposition of the
citation, whichcver date is latcr, aftcr which time thc infonnation hall be destroyed in a manner
that will preserve the confidentiality of any person included in the record or infonnation.

(I) otwithstanding subdivision (d), the registered owner or any individual identified by the
regi tered owner as the driver of the vehicle at the time of the alleged violation shall be pennined
to review the photographic evidence of the alleged violation.

(g) (I) A contract between a governmental agency and a manufacturer or supplier of automated
enforcement equipment may not include provi ion for the payment or compensation to the
manufaclUrer or supplier based on the number of citations generated, or as a percentage of the
revenue generated, as a result of the use of the equipment authorized under this section.

(2) Paragraph (I) docs not apply to a contract that wa entcred into by a governmental agency
and a manufacturer or supplier of automated enforcement equipment before January 1,2004,
unless that contract is renewed, extended, or amended on or after January I, 2004.

Added and Repealed Sec. 4, Ch. 922, Stats. 1995. Effective January I, 1996. Repeal operative
January I. 1999.
Amended Sec. 3, Ch. 54, Slats. 1998. Effective January I, 1999.
Amended Sec. I, Ch. 496, Stats. 200 I. Effective January I. 2002.
Amended Sec. I, Ch. 5 II, Stats. 2003. Effective January 1,2004
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Automated Enforcement Systems: Hearing: Prohibited Use

21455.6. (a) A city councilor county board of supervisors shall conduct a public hearing on the
proposed use of an automated enforcement system authorized undcr Section 21455.5 prior to
authorizing the City or county to enter into a contract for the use of the system.

(b) (I) Thc activitics listed in subdivision (c) of Section 21455.5 that relate to the operation of
an automated enforcement system may be contracted out by the city or county, except that the
activities listed in paragraph (I) of, and subparagraphs (A), (D), (E), or (F) of paragraph (2) of,
subdivision (c) of Section 21455.5 may not be contractcd out to the manufacrurer or supplicr of
the automated enforcement system.

(2) Paragraph (I) does not apply to a contract that was entered into by a city or coumy and a
manufacturer or supplier of automated enforcement equipment before January 1,2004, unless
that comract is renewed, extended, or amended on or after January 1,2004.

(c) The authorization in ection 21455.5 to usc automated enforcement systems does nol
authorize the use of photo radar for speed enforcement purposes by any jurisdiction.
Added cc. 17, Ch. 828, Stats. 1998. ElTcctive January I, 1999.
Amended Sec. 8, Ch. 860, Slats. 2000. Effective January I, 200 I.
Amcndcd Scc. 2, Ch. 511, Slats. 2003. Effectivc January 1,2004.



10.9. APPENDIX I:
CROSSING OBSERVATIONS

Observation of drivers at rail crossings provides an invaluable tool for understanding their
behavior under different combinations orgrade crossing equipmcnt and train frequcncies and
speeds. Three different methods were examined: a crossing camera at College Station, Texas, a
crossing camera at Berkeley, California, and a lrain cnginc based camcra in Napa Calilornia.

College tution, Texas

College Station, population 70,000 and located 90 mile northwest of Houston, has a rail
monitoring system, The College Station ITS Integration Project (CSIP), set up along the
Wellborn Road Corridor, a major north-south arterial in College Station. The project is a joint
venture between the Texas Transportation Institute (TTl), the City of College Station Tramc
Signal Office, and the City of College Station Fire Department and was et up to provide the
City's Fire Station #4 with grade crossing status and travcl time prediction infonnation for trains
traveling in both directions in the project corridor to aid station personnel in making route
decisions \vhen servicing an emergency call.

Adjacent to Wellborn Road lies the Union Pacific Railroad's Fort Worth Subdivision mainline
which carries approximately 20 to 25 trains per day, varying from 1/2 mile to 11/2 miles in
length. Train spced through the corridor can be as low as 15 to 20 mph as trains pull out of a
siding just to the north of the project corridor to as high as 50 mph at the southern end of the
corridor as the train enters a more rural area. Trains in the corridor do not travel on a fixed time
schedule, but arrive randomly throughout the day, depending on train traffic on the line (TTl
2005).

The camera used for our observations is located on a pole on the southwest corner of the
intcrseetion of Hollcman Drive and Wellborn Road whcre the tracks cross Holleman. Since we
did not control the camera, our view was limited to the west side of the tracks as Iiolleman
approaches Wellborn. The camera view is shown in Figure I.This is not an ideal location for
dnver behavior research in that there is room for only one car per lane between the tracks and
Wellborn (Figure 2). This space is quite often full, thus taking away the possibility of driving
under or around the rail line crossing gates. Also, the position of the camera did not allow liS to
observe the nashing lights.
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Figure 1-2: Holleman and Wellborn Intersection

,
j

Procedure
Appro. imalely 300 hours of live video feed from the College Stalion Holleman Avenue camera
was downloaded from the internet and stored, using lhe MPEG4 format, for a lotal 01'24
weekdays between June 22, 2005 and Seplember 2,2005. The number of hours of video we
recorded in a day varied considerably due to lhc fact that if the signal was lost, even
momentarily, the recording stopped. Since we did not have someone constantly monitoring the
recording, it could be several hours before the recording wa started up again. There were also
days when the camera was not directed at the crossing.

Allhe same time we were collecting video dala, a graphic depicting train speeds along the
corridor (Figure 12) was downloaded at 20 second intervals, and stored. The direction of the
train is illustrated with an arrow whose length is representative of the renllenglh of the train.
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After collection, the editing process began. The video was viewed using Quicktime Player and
each gate operation during which cars were present was copied into a new file with the rest of
that day's operations. This process took approximately one hal f hour for every 12 hours of raw
video. Next the speed, date and time of each tmin were spliced into the video. This was a slow
process, requiring about 10 minutes per train. The final editing step was to splice each day's
video into onc complete video.

The final data collection tep utilized the PATH Quicktime Playback Tool hown in Figure 13.
This 1001 allowed us to view the video at various speed, including frame by frame, time stamp
events, and record the various kinds of infractions and behaviors. The resulting text file can then
be opened and analY7ed in Microsoft Excel.

Figure 1-4: PATH Quicktime Playback Tool
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Rc ults
During the observation period, we were able to record I 16 gate cycles during which cars were
present. During 45 of those, cars were present in the storage space beyond the tracks, preventing
approaching traffic on Holleman from crossing the tracks. In the remaining 71 cycles, 48 cars
had the opportunity (defined as arriving at the crossing before the road was blocked by the gate)
to go under the de cending gale and 28 cars (58%) did so. One of the 28 cars went around
stopped traffic and one car was hit by the gate.

Also during the 71 unblocked cycles, nine cars went around a lowered gate. Six of these took
place after the train had passed and the gate did not go up. Two of the remaining three occurred
in front of a train traveling at seven miles-per-hour and the last one in front of a train traveling at
26 miles-per-hour. In the case ofthc slow train, 35 seconds passed from tbe time the sccond car
cleared the track until the train arrived. In the third case, the train arrived at the crossing nine
second after the car had cleared.

Equipment
The primary objective of the College Station project was to provide the City of College Station
Fire Station #4 with grade crossing status and travcl time prediction infonnation for trains
tra\eling in both directions in the project corridor so that they could use the information in
making route decisions when servicing an emergency call. While useful for monitoring behavior at
rail crossings it cannot be used as a model for such observations given its complexity, need for
long distance transmission of video signals, and long tem, durability requirements, which would
make it prOhibitively expensive.

Berkeley, California

The Gilman street crossing in Berkeley, Califomia, has two lanes of traffic crossing three scts of
tracks, of which only two are used. The crossing is equipped with two quadrant gates, bells and
flashing lights. There are up to 70 trains per day including 24 operated by Amtrak's Capitol
Corridor, consisting of an engine and lour passenger cars traveling at speeds up to 60 MPH.

Procedure
Two different setups were used during our observations at this location. The first, shown in
Figure IS, utilized two cameras. each located in the back ofa van parked along Gilman Avenue.
Each camera was set up so as to shoot traffic coming directly at it from across the tracks and on
the same side of the street. This setup turned out to have two major di advantages. First, since
vehicular traffic was coming directly at the camera, speeds and distances were very difficult to
judge. Additionally, the first car in the queue blocked the view of any other cars. This was
compounded by the second problem, which was that the cameras, located inside the vans, were
too low to get a good view of the crossing.

These problems were solved by going to the setup shown in Figllte 16. Here the vans were
moved directly across the street from their original position so that they could view traffic
diagonally across the tracks. Also, the cameras were mounted on poles which offered a much
bctter view.
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Figurel-6: Gilman Ave. First Setup
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Figure 1-7: Gilman Ave. Second Setup
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Result
Over a period of four days,there were a lotal 114 gale cycles with vehicles present (eastcm and
weSlem gate cycles counted separately), Therc were 86 opportunities for a vehicle to go under a
descending gale - 17 vehicles (19,8%) did so, No cars wenl around fully descended gates,

Gilman Avenue Observation Equipment

°Traflic Monitoring Video Cameras
High resolution and weather proof

ope-104 Digital Video Recorder
AUlOmated data collection
Converts ,ideo to MPEG fonnat

°Eaton-VORAD Radar Sensors
Train and motor vehicle speed



Figure 1-8: Observation Equipment

i\apa alley Wine Train

Thc apa Valky Wine Train provides n 3-hour round-trip covering the 36- miles between the
to\\n of Napa through the village ofSt. Helena and back. The train consists or nine rail cars and
a double-sldcd Ako Diescl Engine. The data collectcd trom this train comes from a eamero
mounted in the engine and operated by the engineers. The resulting tapes were obtained Irom the

apa Valley Railroad Police Department. While the data are anecdotal in nature they provide
\aluablc insight into thc public's gcncrallack ofknowlcdge ofboLh thc law regarding rail
crossings and the basic laws of physics. One person, for example, a passenger in a car that had
stalled on the Lraeks, got out of her car and slUod beL ween the car and the oncoming train, waving
lor the engineer to StOp. Fortunately, a woman in another car got ouL and dragged the first
\\oman to. afety just before the train hit her car.
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